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Founded in 1853, the University was located in downtown St. Louis for its first fifty years. Ground for a new site on the edge of the city was purchased in 1894 and in 1900 construction was begun on the first five buildings of a plan based upon the medieval courtyards of Oxford and Cambridge Colleges.

These first ivy covered Gothic buildings with their red granite walls, arches and gargoyles formed the quadrangle. Upon completion, these original buildings were leased to the 1904 World's Fair. The lease money made it possible to begin construction of additional buildings and all were used for the Fair before the University moved in. The athletic stadium, Francis Field, was built to accommodate the 1904 Olympic games, presented in conjunction with the Fair.

Over the years, the original “Academic Gothic” architecture has been succeeded by a variety of eclectic styles, but certain key principles of the original plan were retained. Plazas and courtyards still reflect the original theme.
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THE COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY

Washington University and other American universities, public and private, follow the pattern of degree granting developed at the University of Paris, which was founded about 1100.

In the early days of the University of Paris the discipline of the students, and indeed their entire education fell under the jurisdiction of the Bishop of Paris who was responsible for local educational matters. In an attempt to perform his office, the Bishop claimed supervision of curriculum and degree-granting. Here he ran into trouble from the teachers who felt they were the proper judges of the qualifications of their students. They demanded the right to grant the degree.

The modern commencement ceremony represents a compromise between the Bishop and the teaching masters. By 1200 the masters were judging the merits of the student and then recommending him to the Bishop who conferred the degree. The ceremony you will witness this morning is the successor to this medieval compromise. The Faculty sits on the platform in its role as teacher and examiner. Its leaders, the Deans, present the qualified candidates to the Chancellor. Acting upon the recommendation of the Faculty, the Chancellor, as executive officer of the Board of Trustees, formally confers the appropriate degree.

ACADEMIC DRESS

The academic dress worn by Faculty and candidates have their origins in the clerical robes worn by the students and teachers at the earliest medieval universities. American colleges and universities adopted a code of academic dress in 1895 that included regulating the cut and style of the gowns and prescribing colors to represent the different fields of learning. The code, which has since been updated and revised, is recommended for use by U.S. colleges and universities. The design of caps and gowns is determined by the following:

Level of degree earned (bachelor’s, master’s or doctor’s): This is reflected in the design of the basic black gown—how full it is, whether or not it has trim on the sleeves, and the design of the sleeves, either pointed or rounded. The gown for the bachelor’s degree, which is designed to be worn open or closed, has pointed sleeves. The gown for the master’s degree, which can be worn open or closed, has an oblong sleeve. The doctor’s degree gown can be worn open or closed and has bell-shaped sleeves. Bachelor’s and master’s degree gowns are untrimmed. The gown for the doctor’s degree is faced down the front with black velvet and three bars of velvet across the sleeves. The color of the facings and crossbars may reflect the distinctive color of the discipline to which the degree pertains.

Institution granting the degree: Some institutions use their school colors—rather than basic black—for the gowns. The institution also is reflected in the hoods. The backs of the hoods are lined with silk showing the colors of the institution granting the degree, or the institution with which the wearer is connected. Washington University’s hood is lined with red and green, the school’s official colors. The color of the tassel on the cap and of the velvet edging of the hood, carried forward around the throat, indicates the division of the university.

Title of degree: This is reflected by the color of the trim on the front of the hood. Examples would be:
- White—Arts, Letters, Humanities; Silver Beige—Business
- Light Blue—Education; Brown—Art; Dark Blue—Philosophy
- Citron—Social Work; Golden Yellow—Science
- Purple—Law; Orange—Engineering; Green—Medicine
- Blue Violet—Architecture

BANNERS

In addition to the coloring present in the academic dress, the division is also represented on the University’s Commencement banners. These banners are carried by a student marshal at the head of the procession for their division. You will note that the side sections of the banners are red and green, the University’s colors, and that the center section, which bears the seal of the University, is the

THE QUADRANGLE

The site of the University Commencement Ceremony each spring, the Quadrangle is surrounded by the University’s four oldest buildings: Brokings Hall to the east, Ridgley Hall to the west, Cupples Hall I to the north and Busch Hall to the south. All four buildings were used by the Louisiana Purchase Exposition Company during the 1904 World’s Fair. The outdoor stage was added in 1965 and named after Louis D. Beaumont, founder of the May Department Store Company.

The Quadrangle contains a number of commemorative plaques and inscriptions. As you walk up the main steps leading to the archway separating North and South Brokings Hall, two inscriptions on the east facade recognize the University’s original founding in 1853 as Eliot Seminary and its re-christening as Washington University in 1857. The Latin inscription above the archway reads: Discere et Sapere (If you desire to learn, enter: We bid you welcome).

The plaque embedded in the ground beneath the Brokings Hall archway honors Washington University’s founder and first Chancellor William Greenleaf Eliot. The plaque was given to the University during the centennial celebrations in 1953 by the First Unitarian Church of St. Louis. Finally, on the west facade of Brokings Hall above the clock the Latin inscription reads: Cedunt Horae, Opera Manent ("The hours go by, but the works remain").

UNIVERSITY SEAL

The University seal (on the cover) was developed by Holmes Smith, Professor of Drawing and History of Art, 1896, using elements from the coat of arms of George Washington (after whom the University was named) and fleur de lis, the symbol of King Louis IX (patron and namesake of St. Louis). The seal was officially adopted by the Board of Trustees in March 1897. The University’s motto, which appears inside an open book in the middle of the University seal, is Per Veritatem Vis, “Strength through Truth.” The motto was adopted in 1915. The current version of the University seal was created in the mid-1980s when the University’s logotype was developed, incorporating many of the same elements.
ORDER OF EXERCISES

Academic Procession

The Mighty Mississippi Concert Band of St. Louis
Directed by Dan Presgrave
Director of Instrumental Ensembles at
Washington University

“America the Beautiful”
Lori Barrett-Pagano

Remarks
John F. McDonnell
Chairman of the Board of Trustees

Commencement Address
Julian Bond
Chairman of the Board
National Association for the
Advancement of
Colored People
(NAACP)

Conferral of Honorary Degrees
Mark S. Wrighton
Chancellor of the University
Assisted by members of the Board of Trustees

Remarks
Gabriel Jay Greenbaum
Senior Class President

Conferral of Academic Degrees
Chancellor Wrighton
Assisted by Executive Vice Chancellor Edward S. Macias

The Chancellor’s Message to the Graduates of 2000

“Alma Mater”
Mark Kent

The text of the “Alma Mater” is located in the back of the book.
ORDER OF PROCESSION

Grand Marshal
Edward N. Wilson

Associate Grand Marshal
James R. Burmeister

Honorary Grand Marshal
Gordon W. Philpott

Chancellor
Mark S. Wrighton

Chairman of the Board of Trustees
John F. McDonnell

Chairman of the University's Faculty Senate Council
Arnold W. Strauss

Commencement Speaker
Julian Bond

Student Speaker
Gabriel Jay Greenbaum

Honorary Degree Recipients

Vocalists

Lori Barrett-Pagano
Mark Kent

Harriet K. Switzer

Edward S. Macias

Laura H. Ponte

I Members of the Board of Trustees and University Administration

Marshall

II Deans and Members of the Faculty

Marshall

III Class of 1950

Marshall
CEREMONIAL, COMMENCEMENT AND STUDENT MARSHALS

Ceremonial Marshals are charged with the responsibility of hooding Student Marshals during the commencement exercises when degrees are conferred to each division. Commencement Marshals lead each division during the opening commencement procession. Student Marshals are selected by the deans of each division to represent the student body of their division. The Student Marshals carry the divisional banners and signs during the procession.

Ceremonial Marshals

**The School of Medicine**
School Color: *Green*
Commencement Marshal
Doctor of Medicine
Student Marshal
Master of Health Administration
Student Marshal
Master of Psychiatric Epidemiology
Master of Science in Physical Therapy
Master of Science in Occupational Therapy
Master of Science
Bachelor of Science in Occupational Therapy
Student Marshal

Milica Banjanin and David Thomas Konig

Leslie E. Kahl
Teresa Chapman
Jenny Levis Sadow

Kristen Jamie Conway

**The George Warren Brown School of Social Work**
School Color: *Citron*
Commencement Marshal
Master of Social Work
Student Marshals

Felecia Bartow, Jewell F Brazelton, Ramona Marie Connors

David L. Cronin

**The School of Art**
School Color: *Brown*
Commencement Marshal
Master of Fine Arts
Student Marshal
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Student Marshals

Georgia Binnington
Ling-Wen Tsai
Melissa Liebling-Goldberg, Valerie Beth Wallace

**The John M. Olin School of Business**
School Color: *Silver-Beige*
Commencement Marshal
Master of Business Administration
Master of Business Administration in Manufacturing Management
Master of Manufacturing Management
Master of Science in Business Administration
Student Marshals
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
Student Marshal

Gary Hochberg

Richard Joseph Alt II, Sara Pfitzinger
Jeremy R Degenhart

**The School of Engineering and Applied Science and**
**The Henry Edwin Sever Institute of Technology**
School Color: *Orange*
Commencement Marshal
Doctor of Science
Student Marshal
Masters Degrees
Student Marshal

Harry Richard Grodsky
Travis Wade Cusick
Victoria Marie Winn
Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Technology
Student Marshals

The School of Law
School Color: Purple
Commencement Marshal
Doctor of Law
Master of Laws
Doctor of the Science of Law
Student Marshals

Jeannette Maureen Abbott, Benjamin Stanley Paulson

Mark W. Smith

David W Gearhart, Michelle Sue Michelson, Rebecca A Pinto

The School of Architecture
School Color: Blue-Violet
Commencement Marshal
Master of Architecture and Urban Design
Master of Architecture
Student Marshals
Bachelor of Technology in Architecture
Student Marshal

Paul J. Donnelly

Bradley Robert Shanks, Asayo Shioiri

Jeffrey G Rudolph

The Graduate School of Arts and Sciences
School Color for Doctors: Dark Blue
Commencement Marshal
Doctor of Philosophy
Student Marshals
School Color for Masters: White
Commencement Marshal
Master of Arts
Master of Arts in Education
Master of Fine Arts in Writing
Master of Liberal Arts
Master of Arts in Teaching
Master of Science in Speech and Hearing
Master of Music
Student Marshals

Elaine Berland

Lucretia Starr Schryver Kelly, Bobby Neal Trawick

Joyce Edwards

David L Colclasure II, Traci N Dant

University College
School Color: Golden Yellow
Commencement Marshal
Master of Health Science
Student Marshal
Bachelor of Science
Student Marshals

Anne W. Hetlage

Keith Dwane Sanders

Mary Catherine Marshall, Charles Hamilton Saul

The College of Arts and Sciences
School Color: White
Commencement Marshal
Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Music
Student Marshals

Susan Rollins

Stephanie L Baker, Benjamin Mark Looker, David J Rentz
EMERITUS APPOINTMENTS

Each year some members of the Washington University faculty reach the rank of emeritus. Through teaching, scholarship and service, they have enriched the University and the lives of their students and colleagues. In appreciation for what they have done, we record here the names of those who attain emeritus rank by the end of the academic year 1999-2000.

Gail G. Ahumada
Associate Professor of Clinical Medicine
At Washington University since 1974

Benje Boonshaft
Assistant Professor of Clinical Medicine
At Washington University since 1965

Jerome J. Gilden
Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery
At Washington University since 1974

Jitendra K. Gupta
Instructor in Clinical Medicine
At Washington University since 1969

James O. Hepner
Professor of Health Administration
Director of Health Administration
At Washington University since 1965

Alfred M. Holtzer
Professor of Chemistry
At Washington University since 1957

William Steven Joffe
Assistant Professor of Clinical Ophthalmology and Visual Sciences
At Washington University since 1964

William G. Juergens, Jr.
Associate Professor of Clinical Medicine
At Washington University since 1961

David Katz.
Associate Professor of Social Work
At Washington University since 1969

Naomi Lebowitz
Hortense and Tobias Lewin Distinguished Professor in the Humanities
Professor of English
Professor of Comparative Literature
At Washington University since 1963

Robert P. Morgan
Professor of Technology and Human Affairs
At Washington University since 1968

Colin Painter
Professor of Otolaryngology
At Washington University since 1983

Gordon W. Philpott
Professor of Surgery (General Surgery)
At Washington University since 1961

James F. Poag
Professor of German
Professor of Comparative Literature
At Washington University since 1972

J. Ely Shrauner
Professor of Physics
At Washington University since 1965

Ross B. Sommer
Associate Professor of Clinical Medicine
At Washington University since 1950

John D. Sprague
Sidney W. Souers Professor of Government
Professor of Political Science
At Washington University since 1964

John A. Stern
Professor of Psychology
At Washington University since 1953

In Sook Sunwoo
Instructor in Neurology
At Washington University since 1972

Mitchell H. Taibleson
Professor of Mathematics
At Washington University since 1962
HONORARY GRAND MARSHAL

Gordon W. Philpott, M.D.

Gordon W. Philpott, M.D., Honorary Grand Marshal for the 2000 graduation ceremony at Washington University, is an emeritus professor of surgery and of radiology at the School of Medicine. The cancer surgeon is highly regarded for his interest in issues related to patient care and physician education and for his active support of the University and the School of Medicine. Before retiring in July 1999, Dr. Philpott devoted himself to developing the Breast Health Center at Barnes-Jewish Hospital.

His surgical expertise is in breast cancer, which became his treatment focus in recent years. In addition, Dr. Philpott has studied the ability of radioactively labeled antibodies to detect and destroy colon cancer cells. This work holds promise of providing doctors with a more specific way to target colon cancer, assess patients' disease status and eventually treat colon cancer.

Dr. Philpott and his family, who are native St. Louisans, established an endowment at the medical school to provide a student with full tuition. They have pledged the funds to complete the scholarship, which was started by his mother, the late Drue Wilson Philpott. He and his family also established two challenge programs to encourage alumni and others to support the medical school.

Dr. Philpott has been an active member of the Medical Center Alumni Association and previously served as a co-chair of the School of Medicine Eliot Society. His honors include a 1996 Alumni/Faculty Award, a Barnes-Jewish Hospital Foundation Fellows Award in 1999 and membership in the Alpha Omega Alpha Society since 1961.

A fellow of the American College of Surgeons, Dr. Philpott also has been a member of numerous medical societies. These include the St. Louis Surgical Society, the American Society of Clinical Oncology, the Society of Surgical Oncology and the Society of University Surgeons.

Dr. Philpott attended the School of Medicine, from which he graduated cum laude in 1961. He began teaching at the medical school as soon as he completed a surgical internship and surgical residency at Barnes Hospital, joining the faculty as an instructor in surgery in 1968. Dr. Philpott served as assistant dean for curriculum from 1974 to 1976 and was named the Harry Edison Professor of Surgery that year. He also served as chief of surgery at the former Jewish Hospital from 1976 to 1987, becoming associate director of the hospital's surgery department the following year. In 1994, he became professor of radiology.

He currently is an emeritus surgeon at Barnes-Jewish Hospital. Dr. Philpott also has become increasingly active in recent years in Washington University's Alpha Omega Alpha Society and serves as a councillor for the society.
HONORARY DEGREES

JULIAN BOND
DOCTOR OF LAWS

Julian Bond is one of the nation's most respected civil rights leaders. Known for raising hard questions and proposing innovative solutions, Mr. Bond has been on the cutting edge of social change for 40 years as an activist who faced jail for his convictions, as a member of the Georgia General Assembly for more than 20 years, as a university professor and as a nationally known writer and lecturer.

Since 1998, Mr. Bond has been chairman of the board of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, the nation's oldest and largest civil rights organization. He also is a Distinguished Scholar in Residence at American University in Washington, D.C., and a professor of history at the University of Virginia.

Horace Julian Bond was born in Nashville, Tennessee. His father, the late Dr. Horace Mann Bond, was the first president of Fort Valley State College in Fort Valley, Georgia. In 1945, Dr. Bond became the first black president of the country's oldest black private college, Pennsylvania's Lincoln University. The Bond family lived at Lincoln until 1957, when Dr. Bond became dean of the School of Education at Atlanta University.

Julian graduated from the George School, a Quaker school in Bucks County, Pennsylvania, in 1957, and entered Morehouse College in Atlanta that same year.

In 1960, while at Morehouse, he co-founded the Committee on Appeal for Human Rights, a student civil rights organization that directed three years of non-violent anti-segregation protests, winning integration of Atlanta's movie theaters, lunch counters and parks. Mr. Bond was arrested for organized sit-ins at the then-segregated Atlanta City Hall cafeteria.

He was one of several hundred students from across the South who helped form the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) on Easter weekend in 1960. As SNCC's communications director, he headed the organization's printing and publicity departments, edited the SNCC newsletter, and worked in voter registration drives in rural Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi and Arkansas.

While at Morehouse, Mr. Bond also won a varsity letter as a member of the swim team, helped found a literary magazine, The Pegasus, and was an intern for Time magazine. He left Morehouse one semester short of graduation in 1961 to join the staff of a new protest newspaper, The Atlanta Inquirer, later becoming the paper's managing editor. He returned to Morehouse in 1971, graduating with a bachelor of arts degree in English.

Elected in 1965 to the Georgia House of Representatives, Mr. Bond was prevented from taking his seat by members who objected to his opposition to the Vietnam War. He was re-elected to his own vacant seat and un-seated again, and seated only after a third election and a unanimous decision by the U.S. Supreme Court declaring the Georgia House had violated his rights.

Mr. Bond was co-chair of a challenge delegation from Georgia to the 1968 Democratic National Convention in Chicago to protest the exclusionary practices of the Georgia delegation. The challenge delegation succeeded in unseating Georgia's Democrats, and Mr. Bond was nominated for vice president, but had to decline because of the age requirement.

After leaving Georgia's House of Representatives in 1975, he was elected to the Georgia Senate that year, where he became the first black to chair the Fulton County Delegation, the largest and most diverse in the upper house. During his legislative tenure, he sponsored or co-sponsored more than 60 bills that became law, including a pioneer sickle-cell anemia testing program and a state-wide program providing low-interest home loans to low-income Georgians. When he left office in January 1987, Mr. Bond had been elected to public office more times than any other black Georgian, living or dead.

The former host of "America's Black Forum," the oldest black-owned show in television syndication, Mr. Bond now appears regularly on the program as a commentator. He has narrated a number of documentaries, including the Academy Award-winning "A Time for Justice" and the prize-winning and critically acclaimed PBS series "Eyes on the Prize." He was author of a nationally syndicated newspaper column and his poems and articles have appeared in numerous publications, including The New York Times and The Nation. A collection of his essays has been published under the title "A Time to Speak; A Time to Act."

Mr. Bond was the first president of the Southern Poverty Law Center, which opened in 1971 as a small civil rights law firm in Montgomery, Alabama. Founded by Morris Dees and Joe Levin, two local lawyers who shared a commitment to racial equality, the center now is internationally known for its tolerance education program, its legal victories against white supremacist groups, its tracking of hate groups and its sponsorship of the Civil Rights Memorial. Mr. Bond continues his involvement in the center's work today as president emeritus.

The holder of 19 honorary degrees, Mr. Bond's other teaching experience includes serving as Papas Fellow at the University of Pennsylvania and as a visiting professor at Harvard University.
MICHAEL M. KARL
DOCTOR OF SCIENCE

Michael M. Karl, M.D., has practiced medicine in St. Louis for more than 50 years. He joined the faculty of Washington University School of Medicine in 1940 and was named a professor in 1972.

After undergraduate work at the University of Wisconsin and a medical degree from the University of Louisville, Dr. Karl came to St. Louis for an internship and residency at St. Louis City Hospital. In the midst of that training, he also did a fellowship in cardiology at the School of Medicine. And he has been there in one capacity or another ever since, except for his years of military service in the South Pacific during World War II in the China/Burma/India theater.

A professor of clinical medicine, Dr. Karl went into private practice and started the West End's Maryland Medical Group in 1946, and he continued in that practice until 1987. But throughout those years, he maintained close ties to the School of Medicine, Barnes Hospital and the Jewish Hospital of St. Louis.

He was the first physician in St. Louis to do a needle biopsy of the liver, performing the procedure at Barnes Hospital in 1947. He personally performed another 3,100 biopsies over the years. He was the director of the Department of Medicine at Jewish Hospital in 1963 and 1964 and was elected to the School of Medicine's executive faculty in 1975 and again in 1985. In 1987, Dr. Karl became the director of clinical affairs for the Department of Medicine, a position he held until 1992.

Dr. Karl and his wife, Irene E. Karl, Ph.D., research professor of medicine, have been fixtures at the School of Medicine for more than 40 years. She was home with the couple's children, Bonnie and Terry, for their first several years in St. Louis, but she joined the faculty in 1959, when she became a research assistant in preventive medicine. In 1966, she became a research instructor in the Division of Endocrinology, Diabetes and Metabolism. She became a research professor of medicine in 1981.

The Karls were the first husband-and-wife team to have an endowed professorship established in their honor at the School of Medicine. The Irene E. and Michael M. Karl Professorship in Endocrinology and Metabolism was established in 1983 with gifts from patients and friends. In 1985, an annual lectureship was also established in their honor.

In addition to his clinical practice, Dr. Michael Karl served as confidant to several successive chairmen of the board at Barnes Hospital and, in the 1960s, he organized the racial integration of the hospital. In the 1950s and 60s, he also established a medical clinic for low-income people in an underserved area of St. Louis City and helped reorganize the nursing care in the city's hospitals and public clinics.

Later, his interests turned to caring for the elderly and, in 1978, he was one of 40 members of a national advisory committee appointed by President Jimmy Carter to the White House Conference on the Family. His contributions toward understanding the problems of the elderly earned him awards from the American Jewish Committee in 1981 and in 1985 from the National Conference on Christians and Jews (now known as the National Conference for Community and Justice).

Dr. Karl also was governor of the American College of Physicians for the State of Missouri from 1982-1987. He is a member of Alpha Omega Alpha and a member of the Institute of Medicine of the National Academy of Sciences. He is a diplomate of the American Board of Internal Medicine, a Master of the American College of Physicians and a Fellow of the Academy of Science in St. Louis. In 1990, he received the Ralph O. Claypoole Sr. Memorial Award for distinguished practice in internal medicine.

His other awards include the Distinguished Service Award from the Washington University Alumni Association and the Distinguished Alumnus Award from the University of Louisville School of Medicine. He also was the 1988 recipient of the Laureate Award from the American College of Physicians.

Both Drs. Karl have received the Albert Einstein Award from Technion University and the Barnes Hospital Distinguished Service Award.

YUAN-TSEH LEE
DOCTOR OF SCIENCE

Yuan T. Lee, Ph.D., the 1986 Nobel Laureate in chemistry, began his academic career in his native Taiwan and continues it there today as president of Academia Sinica, the highest government-sponsored academic research institution in Taiwan, Republic of China. Dr. Lee also has made a lasting impact on American higher education at various prestigious institutions and he has made seminal, far-reaching advancements in chemical reaction dynamics.

Dr. Lee was born on November 19, 1936, in Hsinchu, Taiwan, to a father who was an accomplished artist and a mother who was a schoolteacher. His elementary schooling occurred under very difficult conditions. When the young Lee began school, Taiwan was a focus of Allied bombing in World War II. The city populations were relocated to the mountains to avoid the heavy Allied bombing. He was able to return to school as a third-year elementary student after the war, when Taiwan was returned to China.
In 1955, after an outstanding high school career, he was admitted into the National Taiwan University without being required to take the entrance examination, a practice universities there followed when admitting only the best students. He received a bachelor of science degree in chemistry in 1959. After receiving his master's degree in 1961 from National Tsinghua University in Taiwan, he pursued his doctoral thesis research at the University of California at Berkeley under the guidance of the late Bruce H. Mahan, Ph.D. In 1965, after receiving his doctorate, he began to conduct reactive scattering experiments in ion-molecule reactions as a post-doctoral fellow in Dr. Mahan's laboratory.

In 1967, Dr. Lee joined Dudley Herschbach, Ph.D., and his group at Harvard University as a research fellow. Herschbach was the leader in the field of crossed molecular beam technique, a technique in which beams of molecules are brought together at supersonic speeds under controlled conditions to allow detailed observation of the events that occur during chemical reactions. Dr. Lee spent half of his time at Harvard working on the reactions of hydrogen atoms and diatomic alkali molecules, and the other half of his time constructing a universal crossed molecular beam apparatus. At Harvard University, Dr. Lee extended Herschbach's technique to enable the study of larger and more complex molecules.

After being appointed assistant professor at the University of Chicago in 1968, he rapidly made his laboratory the North American capital of molecular beam study. His continual development as an innovative scientist, and his construction of a new generation, state-of-the-art crossed molecular beam apparatus allowed him to conduct many exciting, pioneering experiments with his students.

In 1974, Dr. Lee returned to Berkeley as a full professor. There, he significantly expanded his research to include, in addition to crossed molecular beams, studies of reaction dynamics, investigations of various primary photochemical processes, and the spectroscopy of ionic and molecular clusters.

In 1994, he retired from his position of University Professor and Principal Investigator for the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory at the University of California and assumed the position of president of Academia Sinica in Taiwan.

Dr. Lee has received numerous awards and honors, including the 1986 Nobel Prize in chemistry, the U.S. National Medal of Science and Faraday Medal from the Royal Chemical Society of Great Britain. He also received the U.S. Department of Energy's Ernest O. Lawrence Award, the Harrison Howe Award, and the American Chemical Society's Peter Debye Award of Physical Chemistry.

He is a fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, a foreign member of the U.S. National Academy of Sciences, Gottingen Academy of Sciences, Indian Academy of Sciences, Korean Academy of Science and Technology, and a member of the Third World Academy of Sciences.

Among the 16 institutions that have awarded him honorary doctorates are the Chinese Academy of Sciences, the University of Rome, the University of Maryland, University of Waterloo, National Sun Yat-Sen University, National Chiao Tung University, Hong Kong University, the University of Louis Pasteur, and National Tsing-Hua University.

Dr. Lee and his wife, Bernice Wu, whom he first met in elementary school, have two sons, Ted and Sidney, and a daughter, Charlotte.

LEE MARVIN LIBERMAN
DOCTOR OF HUMANITIES

Lee M. Liberman, chairman emeritus of Laclede Gas Co., is revered in St. Louis as a civic leader and a champion of community causes. He is a treasured member of the Washington University community as well — as a life trustee, as a former chairman and vice chairman of the Board of Trustees and, currently, as a student. He is a Ph.D. candidate in American literature and history in the Graduate School of Arts & Sciences and he received a master of liberal arts degree from University College in Arts & Sciences in 1994.

Mr. Liberman started his career at Laclede as an engineer after graduating from Yale University in 1943 with a degree in chemical engineering and serving two years with the U.S. Army Air Corps. He took what he thought would be a temporary job in Laclede’s downtown plant until he started law school at Stanford University. That was in 1945. In 1970, Liberman was elected president and chief operating officer of Laclede Gas Co., assumed additional duties as chief executive officer in 1974 and, in 1976, was elected chairman of the board.

Needless to say, he never did make it to Stanford Law School. But his enthusiasm for higher education continues unabated.

His present corporate directorships include CPI Corp., DT Industries Inc., Falcon Products and Furniture Brands International. He is a past director of Angelica Corp., Boatmen’s Bancshares Inc., Institutform Mid-America, Laclede Gas Co. and Paltem products.

Mr. Liberman has said that “it’s important to give something back,” and his life has reflected that conviction. He has served in countless ways to make St. Louis a better place.
Under his leadership, Laclede Gas provided extensive encouragement and support for children's welfare programs in St. Louis. He served as chairman of the Regional Commerce and Growth Association and worked tirelessly to establish the St. Louis Regional Medical Center to help provide health care for those without the means to pay for it.

Among his numerous community service activities, Mr. Liberman is co-chairman of Barnes-Jewish Hospital, vice chairman of the board of BJC Health System, chairman of the Area Resources for Community Health and Human Services, president-elect of Forest Park Forever, an honorary life director of the Municipal Opera Association and a member of the boards of the St. Louis Zoo Foundation and the St. Louis Symphony Society.

In addition to chairing the University's Board of Trustees from 1988 to 1993, he has chaired the St. Louis Symphony Society, Jewish Hospital of St. Louis, the St. Louis Regional Health Care Corp., the 1985 Salvation Army Tree of Lights campaign, and the 1986 United Way Campaign of Greater St. Louis. He is a past president of Backstoppers and of Family and Children’s Service of St. Louis.

The community has honored Mr. Liberman in numerous ways. Chosen as the St. Louis Man of the Year in 1986 and the St. Louis Variety Club's Man of the Year in 1990, he also received the Regional Commerce and Growth Association's "Right Arm of St. Louis" award in 1991. In 1976, the St. Louis Area Chapter of the Boy Scouts of America conferred on him its Distinguished Eagle Award. The University of Missouri-St. Louis and Maryville University have both conferred honorary degrees upon him.

He received Washington University's William Greenleaf Eliot Society's Search Award in 1994 for his "special dedication to the wise management of the University's resources and his earnest advocacy of the University's important role in the life of the community."

A Washington University trustee since 1975, Mr. Liberman has served on many board committees. As chairman of the Development Committee since 1987, he has given extraordinary leadership to the University's fund-raising efforts. He is vice chairman of the capital resources division of the current $1 billion Campaign for Washington University. He was a key member of the Chancellor Search Committee in 1994 and 1995.

He chairs the School of Art's National Council and serves as well on the National Council for the School of Medicine.

Liberman and his wife, the former Ann Medler, live in Ladue. He has three children and two stepsons.

MARY MISS
DOCTOR OF FINE ARTS

Mary Miss is a world-renowned sculptor and installation artist who has been a leading figure in redefining the role of the artist in the public realm. Her often large-scaled projects combine cultural and historical insights with a sharp awareness of architectural and urban planning issues.

Since the mid-1960s, Ms. Miss has created dozens of projects that seek to promote a dialogue between public and private spaces as well as between natural and urban landscapes. She is interested in redefining the relationship between the built and natural environment. Acutely aware of the responsibilities that accompany any major environmental art work, Ms. Miss actively seeks community involvement while planning a work, and she encourages the public to interact with the final result.

"Ms. Miss does not so much build an object as cancel, indicate, enclose and obstruct space," wrote Avis Berman in ARTnews magazine. "Her intent is to devise 'situations, probing the emotional and psychological effects that spaces have on people.' Spectators become participants, walking around and through the installations, re-examining surroundings they had taken for granted."

Born in New York City in 1944, Ms. Miss received a bachelor of arts degree from the University of California at Santa Barbara in 1966 and a master of fine arts degree from the Maryland Art Institute's Rinehart School of Sculpture in 1968. That same year, she created her first public projects — a pair of installations in Colorado Springs, Colorado — and would continue to build outdoor works in New York, New Jersey, Ohio and Connecticut.

Since then, Ms. Miss has gone on to create works for public places and private institutions across the United States and Europe. These include projects for the South Cove at Battery Park City in New York, N.Y.; the Fogg Museum at Harvard University; the Architectural Association in London; the American Crafts Museum in New York; the Dallas Museum; the Allen Memorial Museum of Art in Oberlin, Ohio; University Hospital, Seattle; the Nassau County Museum, Roslyn, New York; and the XIII Winter Olympics in Lake Placid, New York.

Most recently, she created works for the Des Moines Art Center, Neuberger Museum, S.U.N.Y., Purchase, New York; the University of Houston; Rutgers University; and the city of Jyvaskyla, Finland. Current projects include renovating the 14th Street Union Square Subway Station in New York and developing a one-half-mile walk along the Milwaukee River in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, as well as a work for the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, New Jersey.
Ms. Miss also has made significant contributions to the St. Louis region. In 1985 she created a major piece — “Pool Complex: Orchard Valley” — for Laumeier Sculpture Park, incorporating built wooden structures with existing foundations, walkways and stone walls over a three-acre site. In 1986, she participated in the exhibition “On Site: Three St. Louis Sculptures” at the First Street Forum. Currently, she is developing a new project for the Thomas E Eagleton Federal Courthouse downtown.

Solo exhibitions of Ms. Miss’ work have been organized by the Des Moines Art Center (1996); Harvard University’s Graduate School of Art and Design (1990); the Architectural Association of London (1987); the Danforth Museum of Art in Framingham, Mass. (1986); the Institute of Contemporary Art in London (1983); the Museum of Modern Art, New York (1976), and many more.

Her work has been exhibited at such prestigious institutions as the Brooklyn Museum, the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum and the Whitney Museum of American Art, all in New York; at the Venice Biennial, Italy; and at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, the Los Angeles Institute of Contemporary Art and the La Jolla Museum of Contemporary Art, California.

Ms. Miss’ honors and awards include a John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation Fellowship (1986); the Medal of Honor from the American Institute of Architects (1990); the Urban Design Award with Studioworks from Progressive Architecture magazine (1992); the Philip N. Winslow Landscape Design Award from the Parks Council, New York City (1992); and three separate grants from the National Endowment for the Arts (1974, 1975 and 1984).

In addition, she has been a board member of numerous arts organizations, and is currently a trustee of the American Academy in Rome and the Van Alen Institute. Recently, she was the Davenport Visiting Professor of Architecture at Yale University.

She and the painter George Peck live in New York City.

ALVIN JEROME SITEMAN
DOCTOR OF HUMANITIES

Alvin J. Sitemap’s outstanding accomplishments as a dedicated civic leader, executive, banker and real estate developer are matched by his exceptional commitment to higher education, medical research and to the arts.

Mr. Siteman, who is known and respected for his expertise in many arenas, is chairman and president of both Site Oil Company of Missouri and Flash Oil Company and president and CEO of the Sitemap Organization, a major real estate developer and property manager. For 10 years, Mr. Siteman was chairman of the board of Mark Twain Bancshares Inc., and for two years served as chairman of Mercantile Bank of St. Louis after the two merged in 1997.

He has a keen interest in the arts and supports them generously. He is an honorary trustee and immediate past president of the Saint Louis Art Museum’s Board of Commissioners and an advisory board member of Laumeier Sculpture Park, which he helped found.

Through the Sitemap Organization, he innovatively developed buildings featuring unique outdoor Ernest Trova sculptures that have become Clayton landmarks. The organization, which developed and managed more than $150 million in office/apartment building properties in St. Louis, St. Louis County, Denver and Houston, pioneered real estate development in Clayton. Mr. Sitemap built the first high-rise office building in Clayton in 1961. He was named the Clayton Chamber of Commerce Business Person of the Year in 1991.

Currently he is chairman of the Barnes-Jewish Hospital Foundation and is a charter member of the hospital’s board of directors. He had been on the board of the Jewish Hospital of St. Louis for more than 15 years, and he is a past board member of the Jewish Federation of St. Louis.

Mr. Sitemap, who received a bachelor of science degree in management from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1948, also has been a major supporter of Washington University. He completed an active eight-year term on the Board of Trustees in May 1993, serving on the Executive Committee, chairing the Real Estate Committee and providing counsel on issues relating to the School of Art. He will become emeritus trustee, effective July 1, 2000.

Mr. Sitemap, and his wife, Ruth Levinsohn Sitemap, who received a bachelor’s degree from University College in Arts & Sciences in 1975, are life patrons of the University’s William Greenleaf Eliot Society and of the Olin School of Business. They have contributed generously to business, engineering, student scholarships (particularly for minority students), fine arts and medicine.

They recently committed $35 million to further the development of a major cancer center under the direction of the University’s School of Medicine and Barnes-Jewish Hospital, a member of BJC Health System. Their commitment includes their gift of $10 million to establish a cancer endowment fund and endowed chair in oncology at the hospital in 1997.

In recognition of the Sitemap’s gift, the institutions’ combined cancer programs are named The Alvin J. Sitemap Cancer Center. Mr. Sitemap is capital campaign co-chairman for the center. In 1993, the Sitemans also endowed a fund for cerebrovascular research in the School of Medicine’s Center for the Study of Nervous System Injury.
In 1985, they established an endowed professorship in the Olin School of Business — the Philip L. Siteman Professorship in Marketing — named in honor of Alvin Siteman's late father. Alvin succeeded his father, who founded Site Oil in 1930, as company president. The company operates 70 gas station-convenience stores in seven states. Philip Siteman received a bachelor of science degree in civil engineering from the University in 1918.

In 1994, Alvin Siteman received the Dean's Medal for exceptional dedication and service to the business school, and that same year he received the Robert S. Brookings Award at the University's Founders Day dinner for furthering the alliance between the University and its community.

The Sitemans have four daughters, Estelle, Nancy, Joanne and Suzanne, two of whom are University alumnae. Nancy received a bachelor of arts degree in English in 1976 and a master of education degree in 1993, both in Arts & Sciences, and Joanne received a bachelor of science degree from the School of Engineering and Applied Science in 1979.
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Richard S. Ables
Alvin A. Abrams
Stanley F. Abrams
Richard W. Acton
Milton H. Adler
Leonard J. Adreon
William W. Akers
Carroll T. Allen
Jeanne Schatzman Allen
Richard C. Allen
Robert S. Allen
Robert W. Allen
Carl H. Almond
Eugene Alper
Theodore O. Altepeter
David R. Anderson
Frederick L. Anderson
Jeanne A. Anderson
Robert Allen Anderson
Ivan S. Ankenbrandt
Jean Seeger Ansley
H. Jackson Anstedt
Tanya A. Anstedt
Melvin Appelman
Harold F. Arbeiter
Nicholas H. Arger
Frederic E. Arnold, Jr.
Herbert E. Arst
John C. Atterbury, Jr.
Gale W. Austin
Charles Edgar Baker
Chester D. Baker
Kenneth A. Baker
Newell A. Baker
Sally Joan Bakula
Edward Balk
Eva Ross Ball
John T. Banister
Thomas A. Barkman
John C. Barnwell
Ben O. Barr
Henry John Barthel, Jr.
Joseph L. Baruzzi
Merle C. Basset
Lester H. Baumgarte
Ralph H. Baxter, Jr.
William A. Baxter
John R. Bean
C. Richard Beard
Leigh Beard
B. J. Spohrer Beck
Richard J. Beck
Marilyn E. Beckemeier
Harold T. Becker
Curtis M. Beene
Audrey Socker Behrens
Gerald L. Behrens
Louis D. Beis
Joan Falvey Beisman
Leonard Beitch
John Belik
George A. Beller
Donald R. Belt
Oliver J. Belzer
Borah Goldenberg Bender
Norman J. Bender
Norris J. Benedict

Thelma L. Benson
Kenneth W. Bequette
Jesse M. Berkowitz
Marvin L. Berman
John P. Berra
Laurence P. Berri
Norman O. Bewig
Martin F. Beyer
Lawrence L. Bierman
Melvin Bierman
Charles S. Bilane
Arnold R. Birkenkamp
George T. Bishara
Rudolph A. Black
Kenneth R. Blair
Robert W. Blankenship
Martin Blass
Richard P. Bleikamp
Nelson James Bleisch
Jane Beisbarth Bliss
Malcolm A. Bliss
Robert A. Bliss
Martin J. Bloom
Wendell H. Bode
Gerald P. Boehne
Ralph O. Bockemeyer, Jr.
Joan Whitehorn Boggs
Victor W. Bogutski
William A. Boles
W. Robert Bonds
Elbert D. Bonnett
James J. Booker
Charles C. Bookout
Carl N. Boon
Gloria Zenikor Boraz
Otis H. Bowden II
Martin H. Bowerman
Frederick K. Boyd
Edward L. Brabant
Fred H. Branstetter
Beryl Epstein Brash
Richard J. Brase
Raymond R. Bredenkamp
Manuel M. Brelscher
Eldon A. Brewer
Max C. Brewer
Ross F. Brian
Shirley Happ Bridwell
Austin S. Brightwell
H. Lee Brininstool
E. John Brockmann
Patricia Bolt Brockmeyer
Kenneth H. Brockschmidt
Langford G. Brod, Jr.
Frederick A. Brofos
Parkman T. Brooks
C. Albert Broom
Frances Furbinger Brown
James A. Brown
Dwight Brown
Nels O. Brown
H. Fletcher Browne
C. Robert Bruce

Ruth Bierbaum Brueggeman
P. Taylor Bryan III
George C. Bucher
Ralph W. Buchmuller
L. Neil Buckles
Joseph A. Bufalo
Martha Burton Buhrmaster
Frederick G. Buncher
Lacy Butler Burcham
Houston W. Burk
Robert S. Burson
Edward M. Buschman
Robert Arthur Busse
G. Kenneth Butz
William E. Bye
Mary Welsch Byrne
Charles W. Caesar
James G. Callahan, Jr.
Minerva C. Canavan
Eric D. Carlson
Richard E. Carney
Betty Stake Carr
Ernest J. Carr, Jr.
Loyd Thomas Carr
G. Don Caselas
Rudolph E. Catanzaro
Robert H. Cavenah
Eugene F. Cerulo
Roger J. Chairon
Doris Jane Chambers
Barbara Taylor Chappell
John L. Chassels
Kenneth R. Chatten
Gilbert R. Cherrick
George A. Chillogris
Kenneth T. Ching
David G. Christianson
Allen D. Churchill
Patricia Kroll Cincciripini
James F. W. Clark, Jr.
Joseph E. Clark
Patricia Clark
Walter M. Clark
Ken Clayton
Norbert H. Clemens
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Elizabeth Edwards Collins
John J. Collins
Raymond E. Collins
Clyde B. Conrad
Richard I. Cook
Roger L. Cooper
Calvin T. Coran
Paul E. Corning, Jr.
James F. Cornwell
Melvin Cosner
James B. Cotter
Dice M. Cowger
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Leonard R. Coy
George L. Craile
James M. Crisp
Fred C. Czufin
Jack C. Dalton
Wray Darr
Charles A. Davies, Jr.
William J. Davies
Marjorie A. Hoffeld
Lawrence Hoffman
Carl G. Hogan
Robert H. Hohenstein
Robert C. Holcombe
Donald B. Holley
Joseph R. Holtman
Jerome H. Holtmeyer
Alfred M. Holtzer
Lee R. Horn
Robert E. Horn
Jacquelyn Rossen Horwitz
Jay E. Hoss
Charles W. Howe
David M. Huber
Wayne W. Hudgins
Edwin G. Hudspeth
Alice McNely Hughes
Gertrude Kessler Hubert
C. Richard Hullihan, Jr.
Douglas N. Humphries
Walter M. Hundley
A. William Hunsader
Donald R. Hunstein
Glenn A. Hurt
Daniel N. Hurwitz
William M. Hykens
William G. Hyland
William E. Jacke
Edward J. Jaeger
Frank W. Jaeger, Jr.
Arthur J. James
William A. Jasecko
James M. Jenkins
Alan R. Johnson
Barbara Mary Johnson
Clifford T. Johnson
David G. Johnson
Elmer R. Johnson
James C. Johnson
Janet Ruth Johnson
Otto A. Johnson, Jr.
Robert C. Johnson
John R. Jombock
Roland G. Jonas
Charles L. Jones
Gaither B. Jones
Harold E. Jones
Elizabeth Miller Kahrs
Fred B. Kallmyer
Ruth Mayer Kamphoefner
Marjorie McGinnis Kane
Gerald S. Kaplan
John N. Kaplanis
George A. Karl
Theodore R. Karros
Marjorie Garfinkel Katz
Morris Katz
Richard M. Kawanishi
Jonas Kaye
Robert J. Kehm
Bernhard E. Keiser
John B. Kelley
Glen W. Kellogg
Fred M. Kemp
Hubert A. Kempka, Jr.
Frank J. Kemple
Joseph L. Kenefick, Jr.
J. Edward Kennedy
Ronald J. Kennedy
Robert R. Kenski
Ann Lewis Ketterer
Kenneth C. Kieffer
Richard M. Kiel
Margaret Moehlenbrock Killmar
Charles C. Kimura
William A. Kindorf, Jr.
Jack P. Kinnaw
Ruth Adams Kitchen
David Klearman
Rosalyn Shapiro Klein
Lee E. Klimt
S. Lee Kling
Richard C. Kloeris
Rose Libby Klotzer
Eugene E. Kluge
Alice Miller Knibb
Claire Niemoeller Knickmeyer
Doris Bolton Knight
Elsa G. Knudsen
Lester A. Kobler
L. Randall Koenig
Irene Faye Kogutt
Mary Ferris Kohler
Doris Hoffman Kohn
Gunter N. Kohn
Louis M. Kohn
Harold B. Kokol
Anthony R. Krachenberg
Evelyn Rumer Kramer
George H. Kramer, Jr.
Vernon W. Kramme
Helen Sufian Krasner
Laurence H. Krause
Lehman D. Krause
Mary Brown Krause
Robert C. Krauter
William J. Krrobat
Robert Grip
Alice Norwine Krueger
Donald G. Krueger
Donald P. Krummenacher
Marilyne Elizabeth Krusegornet
Paul E. Kubitschek, Jr.
Donald L. Kuchenbuch
Roy E. Kuechenmeister
Joseph T. Kunce
Eugene E. Kutten
Chester H. Lake
John H. G. Lake
Lorraine F. Lake
Nicholas M. Lambert
John T. Larkin
Charles H. Lampre
Elizabeth Burner Landau
Doris Ochs Lang
Sally Pierce Langan
Maude Stemler Langlitz
Dolores Kriegshaufer Lanesche
Jay M. Lapin
Ione Hedges Larimore
John E. Larsen
Saul Lassoff
Erwin R. Lax
Bernard M. Lazerwitz
H. Alex Lederer
M. Paul Ledet
William J. Lee, Jr.
Norman H. Leffler
Carl E. Legate
Walter J. Lehmann
Vernon G. Lemasters
John E. Leming
Charles M. Lenny
John T. Lentz
A. Martin Lerner
Rona Meisel Levin
Benson Levine
Ellen Magidson Levinson
Robert M. Leyse
Robert G. Light
Ralph H. Lilienkamp
Harold A. Lindstrom
Warren F. Link
Irving R. Litvag
John C. Long
Richard A. Long
Weldon B. Long
Joseph G. Longstreth
Daniel A. Loomis
William H. Losch
Virginia Page Love
John H. Lovelace
James B. Lovette
Frederick J. Ludvig
Leonard J. Lueken
James L. Lukens
Nancy Jane Luker
John Lums
Louis C. Lunte
Katherine Bevill Lupo
Robert H. Lutz
Alicia Leu Lydon
James S. Lynch
James M. Maas
Mary Ellen Mack
Marvin M. Madden
Howard M. Maddux
Marie M. Maggard
Warren R. Maichel
William F. Malkmus
Bernard A. Malone
Patrick R. Malone
Frances Weiss Mandel
Jack R. Mandel
Marc R. Mangus
Coralie Uvlang Mann
David P. Martin
Edgar A. Martin
Valerie B. Martin
Warren C. Martinson
Robert L. Maul
Edward M. May, Jr.
Frank W. May
Katherine Arnsen May
Lois Glasscock May
Richard C. May
Jack J. Mayer
Alice Ruth McCoy
Margery Raithel McCoy
John J. McDermott
Bernard A. McGoarty
Thomas C. McKey, Jr.
Ralph E. McKibbin
Paul J. Mc Laugherty
Edward P. McSweeney
Fred B. Meckfessel, Jr.
James H. Medlock, Jr.
Eugene M. Meentemeyer
Oliver V. Meentemeyer
Miriam J. Meher
Walter H. Meinecke
William L. Meiners
Mary Edith Meinholdt
Willard J. Meinholdt
Robert J. Meismer
Richard F. Melhauser
Richard W. Mellow, Jr.
Diana Dowell Memos
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Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Music
Bachelor of Science
Master of Health Science

Master of Arts
Master of Arts in Education
Master of Fine Arts in Writing
Master of Liberal Arts
Master of Arts in Teaching
Master of Science in Speech and Hearing
Master of Music
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Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Technology
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Doctor of Science

Bachelor of Technology in Architecture
Master of Architecture
Master of Architecture and Urban Design

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
Master of Business Administration
Master of Business Administration in Manufacturing Management
Master of Manufacturing Management
Master of Science in Business Administration

Bachelor of Fine Arts
Master of Fine Arts

Master of Social Work

Doctor of Law
Master of Laws
Doctor of the Science of Law

Bachelor of Science in Occupational Therapy
Master of Health Administration
Master of Science
Master of Science in Occupational Therapy
Master of Science in Physical Therapy
Master of Psychiatric Epidemiology
Doctor of Medicine
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Summa Cum Laude
Nastaran Ahmadi
Robert A Amar
Bart Martel Bartlett
Erica Blatt
Balazs H Bognar
Michael Patrick Bowley
Jeffery A Byers
Matthew G Carlson
Regina A Clemens
Rachel Anne Colodny
James Andrew Crank
Elizabeth McVey Dolan
Susan Helen Ellison
Amy E Garber
Jaime Elizabeth Hanneken
Ronald R Jackups, Jr.
Ellen Rice Ketels
Man Chun Jeffrey Lau
James Raza Lawrence
Benjamin Mark Looker
Eric William Macaux
Kristin Elinor Meade
Sigrid Birgitta Melander
Alexis Y Messing
Joanne M Miller
Derek Moffitt
Jennifer R Muzzo
Sarah Rose Nurmela
Edythe Borah Park
Tracie Nguyen Pham
Clovis Warren Pitchford
Abigail Leah Plumb
Meenakshi Rao
David Christopher Reid
Eric Rosenstock
Jill Marie Sanko
Peter Shawki
Casey Stahlheber
Danielle R Stein
Michelle Haley Stern
Chi-Wang Te
Abigail Rebecca Teisch
Susannah Beth Tillson
Daniel Chen Tu
Andrew Thomas Turk
Devon Ranceé Turner
Rachel Stephanie Wachsmuth
Elise White
Chung Alex Wong
Katherine McCoy Young
Margaret Katie Yu

Magna Cum Laude
Justin Matthew Bachmann
Rachel E Bachmann
Catherine M Brewer
Laura Rebecca Bromberg
Windy Bunn
Todd Pou-Yen Chang
Andrea M Detjen
Jonathan Daniel Driscoll
Noah Hearne Evans
Melody Joy S Fo
Joni Elizabeth Forster
Steven Frappier
Emily Elizabeth Fried
Dana Friedman
Velma J Gentsch
Matthew A Grossman
Joanna Guy
Lance Christopher Hayes
Marc Hertzman
Joshua M Homer
Sae-Hee Hwang
Rebecca Jacobs
Elica A Keebler
Arshad Mohammad Khanani
Maja Michelle Khanna
Colin A Koop
Andrew Breakstone Kopans
Brian M Kristall
Goh Kurosawa
Deborah I Levine
Gerald C Liu
Rachel Loeffler
Gorata Bontle Madigele
John Pitkin McCrow
Beth Charlotte Moody
Matthew C O'Neill
Laura K Pelikan
Sheena E Perez
Carl Raphael Phillips
Joshua Michael Polanski
Douglas Edward Ramsey
Andrea Ratner
Ryan Lynn Richardson
Robin Elizabeth Rick
Mandee Susan Rosenthal
Laura Elizabeth Ryan
Elizabeth Blake Saffer
Kimberly A Schaefer
Zachary David Shankman
Hannah Benay Sterns
Jill Deborah Switkin
Luke Jonathan Valentino
Joshua Walls
Ewa Wolaniuk
Andrew Stephen Zimmer

Cum Laude
Rachel Lee Boyarsky
Steven Lema Bronston
Stephen Yuen Hoo Chien
Nancy Chih-Yu Chou
Thelma La Cresha Conley
Peter Corsale
Christopher Paul Cramer
Sameer Damle
Abby K DeWolfe
Alison R D'Lamater
Kristin M Donour
Racquel Jeanné Duval
Amy Colleen Finnegan
Heather E Frericks
Sean Gillen
Jessica Glickle
Andrea K Goldberg
Lauren Niles Gray
Margaret Grayson
Osman Ahmad Handoo
Glenn Pratomo Hartanto
Meghan M Holland
Shashi I Kara
Anne E Lageson
Rupal Naran Lakhami
Eric John Lobinger
Nathan Andrew Marsh
Daniel P McCarthy
Ethan Zane Friend Miller
David Lee Moench
Wendy Michelle Muenks
Ijeoma Maureen Muo
Daniel David Reynolds
Amanda Emily Smolka
James Michael Thomack
Jeremy L Thurgood
Christopher Joel Timmerman
Adam Vogel
Eugene E Wagner
Theodore O Yee
Patrick Tim-Lok Yip
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Michael Lawrence Abbott
†Carly Paige Abelson
Mindy Sara Adler
Noopur Nikki Agarwal
Soong Hoon Ahn
†Tal Alon
†Andrew Mark Amaranto
†Ketan G Amin
†Kousuke Anan
Michael Apfel
Elena Rosal Arensman
Maury C Argento
Susan A Arroyasami
Nina Elise Ashkenazi
Spiro Athanas
Bradley Atwell
Jenna K Au
*Jenny A Austin
*Aaron H Averbuch
Iman Ayoubi
‡Zeeshan S Aziz
Stephanie R Baade
†Atusa Fatemeh Baghery
†Amy Beth Bahn
Andrew Jay Baker
Stephanie L Baker
†Matthew Tomas Bar
Niles Baranowski
Shannon Denise Barber
†Kathryn Grace Barenberg
Matthew Lucas Barrett
Carolyn Anne Barsano
Ryan N Basen
*Martin Nicholas Beally
Jennifer Toba Bearman
‡Alyssa Danielle Beauchamp
‡Diane E Bell
*Matthew Bender
Joanna Berger
†Jason Ertan Berilgen
Rachel Jennifer Berk
†Yael Berkovich
Seth Phillip Berkowitz
†Katharine Bristol Biggs
Phyllis Alyse Birchhead
Natasha de'An Bivings
†Benjamin Thomas Jacob Black
Lee Joseph Black
Megan Talbott Blaney
†Ashleigh Ellen Blankenship
†Sara Beth Bleiberg
Matthew B Blonder
†Michelle Hannah Bloomberg
†Deborah Ann Bock
†Elizabeth Kathleen Bower
Richard Sean Bowman
‡Julia M Boyko
Christopher Paul Braswell
Katrina Michaelina Bruening

Mark Andrew Bruggeman
Dena Gail Buchalter
‡Matthew Keith Burr
Lise E Byars
Kenneth David Calamar
Florence LaToya Canada
‡Joshua Wayne Cano
Kelly K Carbery, Jr.
‡Matthew Richard Carlson
Lee Amy Carson
Kyle James Caskey
Kyle Cattanach
‡Megan E Cavanaugh
Teepanis Chachiyio
‡Cynthia Chang
Barbi J Charleville
Edward King Chow
‡Benjamin J Chi
‡Herbert Chuehni Chiang
Smitha Chintamani
‡Moni Chittara
Brenda J Cho
Elena Jaeyoon Cho
‡Nicha Chowpaknam
David Jeewoo Chun
Eileen Y Chung
Yoonkyung Chung
Taeji Michelle Cihon
Kristi A Clark
‡Jennifer Clarke
Jenny E Cohen
‡Jordan S Cohen
Sari Cohen
Adam Michael Cole
‡Susan C Conway
Sarah Marie Cooper
‡Leah Frances Counts
‡Elizabeth Katherine Covell
Courtney Maurice Crawford
Neil Lynn Crutchfield
Scheherezade Isabel Daftary
‡Sarah M Dalton
Gregory Lynn Davis
Anne K De Schryver
Nicholas R DeCook
Laura Denlow
†Joshua Densen
†Kathy A Derbenwick
Aaron Michael DeWoskin
Christopher Ray Dillard
Laura Ann Dixon
‡Jennifer Conant Doctor
Amy Catherine Dodson
‡Rebecca Lynn Dolgin
Matthew David Doughty
‡Michael Patrick Doyle
Carrrie Ann Adele Drake
‡Robert S Dreibelbis
Heather Elizabeth Du Puis
‡Anu Sunil Dubhashi
Jesse Francis Duclos
‡Sarah DuRei

Anuja Mohan Durve
Deep Brata Dutta
Kevin Dym
Banu Ead
Bradley T Eardley
‡Katayune Elsani
‡Lynn Michelle Eisenman
‡Bethany Marie Ellwein
‡Elizabeth Jean England
Monica Luz Estrada
Geordana Michele Evans
Gina T Farag
‡Alicia Gabrielle Fazzaro
Nicholas Kenton Fedde
‡Rachel Kristen Fedje
Marcy Rose Feit
Glenda Michele Ferguson
Daniel Mark Fienu
Jeremy Merrick Fine
‡Kristina Marie Finlay
‡Kathleen M Finneran
‡Alia Marie Fischer
‡Andrew James Fitzpatrick
‡Rachel L Fowler
*Sasha Pavlov Freedman
*Mia Yael Freis
‡Dorigen Ryan Fried
Jason E Friedland
‡Mark Aaron Friedman
Galen Elizabeth Friend
Elizabeth Hatten Fry
‡Jessica Rose Fultz
‡*Freya Lee Fung
‡Jessica Erin Furey
‡Leah Ann Furst
Angel Garcia Otaño
*Haidi Garlick
Kimberly Ann Gauer
John J Gazzoli III
David Gelberman
Gabrielle Nicole Gentilcore
Emily George
*Daniel Robert Getz
‡Carrie Lynn Gick
‡Allison S Gilbert
Christian Spencer Glakas
‡Heather Jill Glick
Kristine Ang Go
Jonathan Ira Goldman
Mark Dennis Gomez
Daniel Gospin
‡Julie K Gouterman
‡Lesley C Grantham
Guy Lasater Gray
‡Gabriel Jay Greenbaum
‡Naomi Leah Greenfield
‡Jesse Diane Greenston
‡Miles Parks Grier
‡Eric Scott Grodin
Ariel Debra Grossman
Maris Ellen Grossman
‡Claudia Grossmann
Abbey Michele Gruber
Stephen Gottlob Guenther
Itai Gurari
Johnathan Gwan
Charles F Hall IV
Nova D Hall
Scott Taylor Hall
Aaron Jeffrey Hames
Amanda Jane Hamilton
Leon Han
David Andrew Haner
Gillian M Hansen
Karen Renee Hansen
Courtney Maurine Harness
Emily J Harold
Anya Tamika Hartley
Katherine Anne Hathaway
Seth Robert Hatfield
Kristin M Hausladen
Wesley James Heath
Sonja Dayanand Hegde
John Henry Helmick
Christopher Douglas Hendrix
Michael Herrings
Daniela Rebecca Hindman
Andrew Maxwell Hinkes
Hideharu Hirashima
David M Hirschberg
Lauri A Hlavacs
Kevin Kin-Man Ho
Vincenzo Jia-Chi Ho
Margaret Knowlton Hogenson
John Renwick Holzt
Stacy Beth Holtzman
Chieu Vi Hong
Julie Hong
Janet Carol Howell
Margaret E Hsiang
Christopher M Hunzeker
Shermina Kiran-Anne Ignatius
Sou Man Jo
Joel D Jackson
Steven Craig Jackson Jr.
Nicole Susanne Jacobs
Matthew Allen Jagger
Anna Jan
Amy Elizabeth Jenks
Nihal Kiran Joag
Kristen Johnson
Nicole Rachelle Johnson
Randall James Johnson
Daniel Johnston
Melanie Suzanne Johnston
Jessica Lynn Jones
Joshua Sheppard Jones
Timothy Joseph Julien
Jennifer Rachel
Dana Ilene Kahn
Shawna Ivy Kalish
Viraj J Kamdar
Wen Ting Michelle Kan
Timothy Robert Kane
John Livingston Kansfield
Ariane Dev Kaplan
Otabek K Karimov
Douglas Edgar Kassellberg
Rachel Hannah Kay
Carrie Frances Keller
Sarah Elizabeth Kennedy
Lauren Bettine Kent
Mark Kent
Hee Yong Kim
Sally Sungewn Kim
John Robert Kindschuh
Kelly Jean King-Ellison
Brett Allen Kingsbury
Alison R Kirshner
Stephanie M Kish
Alana Klein
Tracy Klein
Brooke Tracy Kleinman
Lindsay Ann Kleiner
Anne Elizabeth Klimek
Amy Jayne Kneppe
Elizabeth Marie Koprowski
Joshua Benjamin Korenblat
Elizabeth Hancox Kountzman
Jason Kovac
Laura Durst Kreeger
Preethi Krishnan
Neil Kulikarni
Heidi R Kurkowski
Melissa Ruth Kuster
Christina E Kyrakiou
Lucio Lagunas
Nesreen Lahham
Paul Anthony Lamping
Kathryn Elizabeth Lane
Joselyn R Langholtz
Daniel Mark Larson
Dorotha Shawn Lasky
Kathleen M Laslo
Wan Yu Lau
Marcus Rogers Leab
Chun Wen Lee
Daniel Wonbok Lee
Jessica Rose Leon
Stacey Lerner
Maura Adria Levin
Brian Matthew Levine
Joanne Levine
Joshua Levitt
Jessica Tracy Lewin
Aaron M Lewis
Lisa Jeri Lewis
Hongming Leonard Liaw
Amsel J Lieberman
Carol E Lin
Sylvia Hua Lin
Shirah Lynn Lipson
Matthew Chung-Yin Lo
Geoffrey Yates Loo
Meredith Lopez
John Vincent Loya
Erica Jane Loynd
Daiying Lu
Lorry Luscier
John David Lutkehaus
Michael D Lynch
Shannon McKay Lyons
John J MacAlono
Christopher Maletz
Kevin John Malham
Puja Malik
Jacqueline De Ocampo Malti
Larissa Malmstadt
David Seth Mandell
Lauren Alexander Mandell
Julie D Maney
James Mann
Rachel L Marmor
Danielle Felicia Marx
Bradley W B Marzullo
Christopher W McArthur
Sarah Jane McCormick
Patrick Ewan McFadden
Anna Kathleen McLeod
Jennifer Melloy
Charles Henry Melton, Jr.
Doree Lynn Silva Mendoza
Marni Merskamer
Justin Matthew Michael
Beth C Miller
Brandon A Miller
Rosanna Marie Coffield Minchew
Mason Mitchell-Daniels
Matthew Thomas Mitro
Stacy Joy Mitz
Joseph Paul Minarik
Renée Catherine Mohrman
Jennifer Marie Moldovan
Cody Scot Moon
Sarah Christine Moore
Tracy E Moran
Laura Chopin Morris
Shannon Elizabeth Morse
Freya Lauren Moskowitz
Daniel Wong Murray
Stephanie Lauren Myles
Arun Manjunath Nanjappa
Jeffrey Nathan
Anton Domingo Navarro
Sarah Fatima Nayeem
Jennifer Lynne Naylor
Abigail Mcira Neiburger
Stephanie Robin Nemser
Richard S Newtwater
Amy Jerusha Nicodemus
Lingaire Haddy Nijie
Scott Allen Norris
Amanda J Null

*Indicates college honors
Indicates combined degree
†Andrew Mark Satter  
†Stephanie Robin Schardt  
‡Allison Scharf  
†Kevin Schatzman  
Juan Ignacio Schenone  
Christine Schlicher  
†David F Schneider  
†Matthew Stephen Schneider  
‡Julie Schoengold  
Matthew P Schreiber  
†Joel Patrick Schroeder  
Edward M Schulz  
Ginna Schwarz  
†Sara Leslie Schwartz  
‡Scott J Schweikart  
†Jane Nicole Scal  
Michael Seifert  
†Todd Seigel  
†Max Robert Seigle  
†Amy Christine Senneke  
Christopher M Sensenig  
Miguel Angel Serrano Alvarez  
Julia-Feliz Umayl Sesmons  
Lauren Seto  
Bhavya Ramesh Shah  
†Elizabeth Lome Slanin  
Taryn Dawn Shapiro  
Evan Shaw  
†Vilaas Shashidra Shetty  
Riana Nicole Shipp  
Itaru Shiraishi  
Michele Silverman  
Daniel Gerhardt Silverstein  
Jason M Simmons  
†Crystal Lynne Simon  
Sarah Lorraine Simon  
Deborah Jane Singer  
Andrew Lee Slosiarek  
†Shira Yona Small  
Meaghan Kate Smialowski  
Trina A Smith  
†Nathaniel Owen Snider  
†Hillary Debra Snyder  
Charles T Spencer  
†Erin Terese Stafford  
†Elizabeth Mary Stefaniak  
Marc Lawrence Steger  
Joshua Robert Steinman  
‡Michele Caron Steinman  
Janis Marie Stoll  
Benjamin Daniel Stone  
Sara B Strope  
Michelle D Suarez  
†Daniel Robert Sucherman  
Elizabeth A Summers  
Christopher J Sunnen  
Brandon M Swanner  
Rachel Sweaney  
†Caryll Chua Tan  
†Ting Yin Tao  
Rashaan Michelle Tarrant  
Joshua Taylor  
Sarah Marisa Teal  
Glasgow P Tennille, Jr.  
Derek Howard Teslik  
Jason Herman Thomas  
Kalana Sheneice Thomas  
Noa Timna  
Alexander A Tiro  
Alan Tong  
†Jennifer M Torpey  
Daniel Charles Touhey  
Linda Lee Tran  
†Ariadne M Tranel  
Adrian Jon Trela  
Amanda Rose Truemper  
†Katherine Marie Truka  
Susan Marie Tucker  
Alexandra E Turboff  
Stacey Lynn Turner  
†Aaron Lee Uhrmacher  
Rachel W Uffner  
Hetal V Vaidya  
Julie Anne Valenti  
Forrest Brown Vanderbilt  
Shawna Lynne Van Trase  
†Julie Anne Venci  
Brian Russell Scott Villa  
†Benjamin Seth Waldbaum  
DeAndria Jovan Wallace  
†Rhiana Lee Wallace  
†Jenny Chia Wang  
†Jocelyn Rae Warner  
Naomi J Weinschel  
Danielle R Weinstein  
Howard Weinstein  
Andrew Weitzman  
†Rachel Beth Wells  
Kat White  
†Krystal Sno White  
Benjamin Hull Whitesides  
†Hathaithip Wiangjun  
Lanae D’Anna Williams  
Michelle Williams  
Allison Leigh-Ann Willis  
Laura Catherine Willis  
†Dana Leigh Willner  
Cathy Lorraine Wiltshire  
Jonathan Wisdom  
Tamara Louise Wiseman  
Junghyun Won  
Man Jit Maury Wong  
†Michelle Wong  
James J Wrighton  
†Ian Michael Wu  
Michael Pat-Wai Wu  
Christina L Yaron  
Susan Tianyao Ye  
†Tessa Nichole Yeazel  
Soo Chi Yoo  
Robert Paul Young  
†Paulette Yousefzadeh  
Jisun Yu  
†Megan Yuhas
Catherine Petera Yun
†Rachel Zar-Kessler
Reza Zarghami
†Richard Hecht Zatcoff
Craig Zeff
†Matthew A Ziegler
†Meredith Zinanni
Melanie Leigh Zlotogura
Christine Frances Zmijewski
Kimberly Marie Zollner
Stephanie L Zuba

December 20, 1999
Summa Cum Laude
Kevin Keating Maddox
Magna Cum Laude
David James Cerven
Maharaj Alejandro Tomar
Jeremy T Waitzman
Cum Laude
Alicia Maria DiBenedetto
Yun Joung Lee

December 20, 1999
Jesse Nathan Abramowitz
Theodore Backal Anderson
Nazarin Hadaeghi Bahraini
†Emily A Barr
Katherine Anne Beckmann
Aviva Rachael Bergman
Jude Thaddeus Bordeaux, Jr.
Katie Marie Burmeister
†Oli Ling Chow
Steven Michael Colonna
Darci Ann Distefano
Reiji Fujii
†Christine Gillmore
Katherine Opdyke Goldman
Maggie Mary Margaret Gross
Ragini Gupta
†Carrie N Hoff
†Tsuei Shan Hong
Sarah Elizabeth Howe
†Courtney Hurst
Arsalan Itikhar
†Amy Lynn Jennings
†Gregory Lee Jones
Dai Kaiyama
†Sarah Susan Keast
Stephanie Rachael Klein
Keri Anne Kugler
Joshua M Lauer
Hye Won Lee
Alice Anne Marre
Virginia Pate Martin
Kittiya Namkunee
Richard Peter Nespola, Jr.
Audrey Lauren Peiper
Jason Rainer Raeppold
Susan Duchene Rossi
†Toi Kristina Saale
Michelle Lee Salater
Shawn D'Wight Sanders
Marianna Sandomirsky
*Stephanie ells Schlaifer
Susan Manning Sifers
Brian Sinclair
Beth Ryan Sobel
†Sarah Grace Bahmueller Spencer
John Peter Stanga
†Jason Stumpf
†Elizabeth Kathleen Townsend
Christopher William Truskowski
Jill Earleen Waigand
†Sarah Elizabeth Weiler
Andrew Kuon-Hon Yu
Kevin T'Yuille

August 13, 1999
Summa Cum Laude
Kara Ellen Sternhell
Cum Laude
Dawn-Elissa Tyre Ighosota Fischer

August 13, 1999
Harold Willard Barker
*Pin-Chung Chen
Jung-Yoon Choi
Bapipol Chutrakul
Christopher Todd Coppock
Mae Elaine Costello
Rolonda Mariisa Cousin
Daniela Eliana Crespo
†Elizabeth Grace Daly
Maria Myrandele Damian
*Christopher James Deckert
Vikas Shashi Dhar
Andrea St. John Freeman
Brian David Glazer
Vadim Grigura
Heather Heard
Amy Forrester Heath
John Philip Hess
Jaime Lynn Hill
Jeffrey Scott Kecht
William A Kerr
Kyle Sarah Kessenich
John Hoo Kim
†Anna Carissa Layug
Kara Lynn Newton
†Michele Ann Pase
Victor Michael Pita
David Alan Rock
Ana Iris Rodriguez
Christine R Samuelson
Ian Howell Sandham
†Jennifer Elizabeth Semon
Ankur H Shah
Marlene Smith
Monica Michelle Smith
†Jennifer Lynn Van Horn
Melissa Joy Vander Lugt
Christopher Aaron Vrshsek
Hedvig Berry Wibskov
†Mary Michelle Winfield

BACHELOR OF MUSIC
May 19, 2000
Summa Cum Laude
David J Rentz
Magna Cum Laude
Elizabeth Platt

†Indicates college honors
*Indicates combined degree
◊Awarded Posthumously
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
May 19, 2000
Dianne Elaine Brewer
Laura K Colip
Martha J Hessler
Venus Marie Lay
Mary Catherine Marshall
Anita Parker
Steven Lamont Paschall
Annia Salas
Charles Hamilton Saul
Jolice Marie Smith
Cynthia Griffin Steenberg
Sharon K Thompson
John Joseph Walsh
Kristi Lynn Zandt
December 20, 1999
Mark O Evans
Brandon A Granai
David W Hofmann
Elizabeth Pruitt
Christopher W Schad
Richard Edmund Shah
Susan M Steinlage
Lynn Marie Wolf
August 13, 1999
Lori Ann Barron
Gina Redding-Dennison
Carol A Wildrick

MASTER OF HEALTH SCIENCE
May 19, 2000
Todd Michael Ankenman
Deborah Ann DeLano
Ruth Dodillet
Lori Ann Dowding
Jeanne Earley
Darrell Epp
Kathleen F Foster-Laboray
Jan Ellen Harting
Judy J Hartman
Victoria Kaskutas
Monica Brandel Lowe
Rossana Marie Molina
Jigna Patel
Nancy Lee G Peterson
Julie Rensing
Keith Dwane Sanders
Kelly L Treat
December 20, 1999
John C Ottens
Constance Elizabeth Piper
Mary Jo Reynolds
Jason Alexander Rudroff
Karen Michelle Scranton
Maureen H Swingle
August 13, 1999
Jonathan Yu-Hsiang Chen
Brande L Ellis
Jamil A Loman
The Graduate School of Arts and Sciences

Candidates Presented by
Robert E. Thach, Dean

Master of Arts
May 19, 2000

In Anthropology
Benjamin P Carter
Carolyn K Lesorogol
Susan Elizabeth Way
Jennifer Anne Weghorst

In Art History and Archaeology
Diane Marie Nelson Towle

In Biology
Donna Ann Becherer
Shuang Chang
Heather Jo Collis
Cynthia Lynn Deppeler
Angela Dawn Hoelscher
Elysia Katherine Joyce
Matthew Chung-Yin Lo
Richard Brian Mackey
Kathleen Maurer
Julia O’Neil
Mark Ryan Stampehl
Scott J Ziporin

In Biology and Biomedical Sciences
Teresa Chapman
Tanya Teri Fagaly
Shahin Hakimian
Dawn Gupta Latham
Lin Qu
William Allen Smith
Robert Dale Wassergord

In Classics
John H Rhoads

In Comparative Literature
Roberta Vassallo

In Drama
John E Brandt
Craig Jacob Weiner
William Robert Whitney
Jennifer Lynn Worth

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Robert Bruce Valentine

In East Asian Studies
Sarah H Cao
William Collazo, Jr.
Scott Andrew Markowitz
Joseph Thomas McGuire
Jia Wu

In Economics
Nina M Baranchuk
Guojin Gong
Otabek K Karimov
Thomas B King
Marc Tsien-Yung Law
Mindy S Marks

In English and American Literature
Leslie Oren Haygood
Tameca Millner

In Environmental Science
Colin W Ensle
Andrew Wyatt

In European Studies
Jürgen Yoo-Kwon Chung
Kim E Dixon
Reiner Ulrich Gold
René Lindstädter
Valerie Stadlbauer

In French
Anouk Alquier
Shirra Connell Anderson
Nanwei Du
Corinne Noirrot

In Germanic Languages and Literatures
Stefan Bornchen
Mark Peter Buechsel
Anna Callenholm
Julia A Floerchinger
Ursula Maria Hanus
Kamaal Nisarul Haque
Peter Heinrich
Carrie M Smith

In History
Matthew Bender
Wesley James Heath

In Human Resources Management
Julie M Grant
Angela B Maddox
Colleen C Millstone
Kimberly Ellis Sheils
Ty Timothe Van-Thomas
David Joseph Vaughn

In International Affairs
Diane D Jacobsen
Jean A Kersting
Kenneth J Ryan
Myrtle M Slaughter

In Islamic & Near Eastern Studies
Abdullah M Alhajeri
Jill E Hickson

In Mathematics
Cristina Draghici
Xiang Fang
Kwok-Pun Ho
Tobias Frinz
Liangyue Zhang

In Philosophy
Ellen C Landers
Yusuf Öz

In Physics
Kristopher James Gutierrez
Van T Huett
Andrew Raymond King
Stephanie Helene Leitner
Jonathan Michael Morris
Ye Yuan

In Psychology
Amie Catherine Braman
Shawn Edward Christ
J Scott Hanson
Tracy E Moran
Ann Pearman

December 20, 1999

In American Culture Studies
Nicholas G Penniman IV

In Biology
Tycho Ferrigni
Wendy Marie Lauber
Nancy Tienchi Lin
Patricia J L Morris
Jeong-Hycon Sohn
My Ngoc Tran

In Biology and Biomedical Sciences
William Philip Girard

In Chemistry
Hongyang Xie

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Giles Farrant

In East Asian Studies
Tara Monet Adrian
Kelly Gates
Walter C Hutchens
Heather Kathleen Peck

In Economics
Stephanie Lynne Babinski
Eliana Balla
James Robert Brown
Huaeng Chen
Jeremy R Groves
Liana Jacobi
Miriam Steurer
David M Switzer  
Karin Zimmer  
In English And American Literature  
Jennifer Dawn Gerke  
In European Studies  
Cornelius J Ludwig  
In French  
Peter Nathaniel Barrs  
Mocat A Sakho  
Roswitha Zahlner Casmier  
In History  
David F Highsmith  
Samuel S Thomas  
In Human Resources Management  
Richard Allen Clemens  
Susan H Ericson  
Kimberly Kay Murphy  
Polly Austin Ruf  
Bradley Frank Van Handel  
In International Affairs  
Daniel Wenzell Gifford III  
In Islamic and Near Eastern Studies  
Shelley Helaine Koren  
In Philosophy  
David I Colclasure II  
James R Thompson  
In Physics  
Van M Savage, Jr.  
In Political Economy and Public Policy  
Joseph G Wright  
In Psychology  
David Anthony Gallo  
David Kevin Johnson  
Michelle Lynn Mcade  
In Spanish  
Julio F Hernandez  
August 13, 1999  
In American Culture Studies  
Melissa A Banjak  
In Art History and Archaeology  
Christine Ann Smith  
In Biology  
Mayuri S Chhotu  
Elmer Louis Kellmann  
Anastasia Liapis  
Janina Malone  
Liang Anni Shen  
Amy Wasserman  
In Biology and Biomedical Sciences  
David L Beck  
Tracie Yvette Hudson  
Christopher P Ludwig  
Suzanne Elizabeth Slater  
In Chemistry  
Anton Agarkov  
Jennifer Loran Alley  
Joseph Scott Farthing  
Ping Jiang  
Robin K Lammi  
Ping Lan  
Bin Liu  
Qinggao Ma  
Zhaocun Ma  
Benhur Ogbay  
Yongmao Sun  
Orsolya Toke  
Yinsheng Wang  
Thomas Kesete Weldeghiorghis  
Qi Zhang  
In Classics  
David Elbert Fielding  
In Earth And Planetary Sciences  
Stacey D Robertson  
Michael James Singleton  
In English and American Literature  
Ute Borger  
Kevin McGue  
In History  
Monica Ann Rankin  
In Human Resources Management  
Alan F Bogdan  
Rudolph Clay, Jr.  
Elizabeth Symes  
In International Affairs  
Vanessa B Garry  
Lynn Johnson  
Bennet Christopher Schmidt  
In Philosophy  
William W Schonhein  
Brooks Stevens Holton Siegal  
In Physics  
Robert J Macke  
In Psychology  
Laura B Brown  
Rebecca S Prohofsly  
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION  
May 19, 2000  
Jeneine Brown  
Lisa-Anne DeGregoria  
Wendy Lynn Ludwig  
Peggy Elizabeth Mirka  
Lynn A Mittler  
Melissa Rebecca Mosley  
Andrew R Newman  
Dana Marie Wendler  
December 20, 1999  
Nancy Louise Carpenter  
Shalawn Grabner  
Juliet L Halladay  
Nancy Moloney Pollnow  
Catherine Storozum  
MASTER OF FINE ARTS IN WRITING  
May 19, 2000  
Aaron Carl Bannister  
Steven Roy Bingo  
Traci N Dant  
Teresa L Farnham  
Timothy Daniel Hickey  
Holly Elizabeth Hunt  
David Joseph Laskowski  
Jessica Lawrence  
Michael Isaac Levine  
Jonathan G Mozes  
Amy E Schroeder  
Kevin Stein  
Corinne Mary Wohlford  
December 20, 1999  
Adam Schwartz  
MASTER OF LIBERAL ARTS  
May 19, 2000  
Scan Michael Cavanagh  
Judith Anne Longstreth  
Carolyn K Vasterling  
December 20, 1999  
Rita Gaye Mabrey Kelly  
William Samuel Stoll  
August 13, 1999  
John Broeckellmann  
Cary Diane Hobbs-Wever  
Alison McGaughey  
Susan Denise Schmiding  
MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING  
May 19, 2000  
Nada Hamza Tindall  
*Krystal Sno White  
December 20, 1999  
Laura Carolyn Kaufman  
Timothy Michael Sanders  
August 13, 1999  
Mark Milton Chambers  
Amy Degenfelder  
Erin Michelle Goldsbury  
Ann Bramlett Madison-Phillips  
Katherine Anne Meyers  
Tina Morano  
Megan Kathleen O'Keefe  
Daniel Polk  
Eric Toner  
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SPEECH AND HEARING  
May 19, 2000  
Bushra Ajaz  
Susan Randolph Barrett  
Iok-In Cheong  
Jill Marie Diesman  
Sara Catherine Hailer  
Susan D Hamilton  
Christina Marie Maroun  
Jennifer Nicole Micheleto  
*Indicates combined degree
Angela Michelle Nagle
Carolyn Ann Pihir
Tina Marie Prout
Kathleen Swaller Rehwinkel
Elizabeth Lee Simkus
Daun Snyder
Maureen M Stephens
Christie Joy Summerville
Mary Vitt

M. A. in Music
May 19, 2000
Mary Margaret Wilson

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
May 19, 2000
In Anthropology
Donna Lee Hart
Lucretia Starr Schryver Kelly
Kimberley Anne-Isola Nekaris
In Biology and Biomedical Sciences (Bioorganic Chemistry)
Stephen L De Wall
Eric Steven Meadows
In Biology and Biomedical Sciences (Developmental Biology)
Emily Marg Garabedian
In Biology and Biomedical Sciences (Evolutionary and Population Biology)
Jason Christopher Bradford
In Biology and Biomedical Sciences (Immunology)
David Alan Randolph
James Wesley Verbsky
In Biology and Biomedical Sciences (Molecular Biophysics)
Rajiv Sahai Bhatnagar
Ying Li
Gabriel Enrique Soto
In Biology and Biomedical Sciences (Molecular Cell Biology)
Robin Ann Kundra
Dena Marie Minning
Mark Charles Overton
Laurie Pryde Shornick
Timothy Michael Trask
Heming Xing
In Biology and Biomedical Sciences (Molecular Genetics)
Michael Dorsett Onken
Matthew Joseph Wolf
In Biology and Biomedical Sciences (Molecular Genetics and Biochemistry)
Aparna Deora

In Biology and Biomedical Sciences (Molecular Microbiology and Microbial Pathogenesis)
Suzanne Rachel Dawid
William Lyon
Michael David Robek
Evan Theodore Saulino
Matthew Michael Wielgosz
In Biology and Biomedical Sciences (Neurosciences)
Ronald Jay Benveniste
Matthew Walter Hill
Dost Öngür
John Robert Pruett, Jr.
In Business Administration
Tao Li
In Chemistry
Todd Andrew Osiek
Jill Christine Simpson
Bobby Neal Trawick
Tran-Chin Yang
In Chinese and Comparative Literature
Jing Shen
Luding Tong
In Comparative Literature
Gavin Miles Foster
In Economics
Marco A Castaneda
Yijun He
Christopher Samuel Hollenbeck
Travis Dean Nesmith
Mingmei Zheng
In English and American Literature
Alessandro Carlo Garganigo
Samantha Lynn Murray
Cynthia Nadine Westerbeck
In French Language and Literature
Natasa Blelic
Kristin Lynn Burr
Kathleen Marie Llewellyn
Deborah L Shair
In Germanic Languages and Literatures
Gary Schmidt
Troy Brian Meeker Wiwczaroski
In Hispanic Languages and Literatures
Luis Andrés Figueroa
In History
Denys Philip Leighton
In Japanese and Comparative Literature
Christopher Thomas Keaveney
In Mathematics
Marcin Mikołaj Bownik
Wojciech Czaja
Ziemowit Rzeszotnik
In Music
James Earl Henry
In Philosophy
Christopher David Eliaismith
Peter J Mandik
Katharine E Parsons
Richard Marc Rubin
Tadeusz Wieslaw Zawidzki
In Physics
Karl Kehm
Kendall Rand Waters
In Political Science
Michelle Suzanne Lorenzini
Scott D McClurg
In Psychology
Jean Gray Calandrino
Kimberly Monique Davis
Mark Bearse Law
Bonnie Marie Lawrence
Kristen M Malhotra
Heather Marie Oonk
Lisa Odierna Walker
December 20, 1999
In Anthropology
Margaret Louise Brown
In Art History and Archaeology
Alan John Pascuzzi
In Biology and Biomedical Sciences (Biochemistry)
Melissa M Anderson
Yan Zeng
In Biology and Biomedical Sciences (Bioorganic Chemistry)
Wilson Barry Edwards
In Biology and Biomedical Sciences (Developmental Biology)
Sharon Gorski
Sara Beth Tanenbaum
Jingsong Xu
In Biology and Biomedical Sciences (Evolutionary and Population Biology)
Jennifer P Hedin
Anton Edward Weisstein
In Biology and Biomedical Sciences (Immunology)
Tara Maureen Caroline Hornell
Emily Jo Paulson
In Biology and Biomedical Sciences (Molecular Biophysics)
James Michael Bradshaw
Paul J Darling III
Andrew Benjamin Herr
Tetsuro Wakatsuki
Deryck Jeremy Williams
In Biology and Biomedical Sciences (Molecular Cell Biology)
Bradley Ross Sevetson
In Biology and Biomedical Sciences (Molecular Cell Biology and Biochemistry)
Chinchi Chen
Carol Lynn Huegy Manahan

*Indicates combined degree
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGICAL AND ENGINEERING SCIENCES  
May 19, 2000  
Aaron Randall Bowden  
Joshua Ethan Kim

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING  
May 19, 2000  
*Summa Cum Laude  
Gena Rosalee Sheller  
Magna Cum Laude  
*Michael D Lynch  
Carrie Ann Williams  
Cum Laude  
Tina Christine Kearney  
*Kelly Jean King-Ellison  
May 19, 2000  
*E Genevieve Braatz  
*Su Jin Collier  
Margo Jean Danekas  
*Jonathan A M Ishikawa  
Eri I Joerding  
Mini Kumar  
Prasanth Menta Prasanna  
Edgar James Scott II  
Lisa M Steinhoff  
Jerry Y Tseng  
Lindsay Wisniewski  
*Steven Alan Zimmerman  
December 20, 1999  
*Keyur Harish Amin  
*Andrew Martin Boyer  
*Joseph Gregory Wilzbacher  
August 13, 1999  
Robert Edward Liszka

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING  
May 19, 2000  
*Summa Cum Laude  
Brian James Schwartz  
Magna Cum Laude  
*Cynthia Shan Wan Chew  
Cum Laude  
Hans Arthur Bolstad  
Jonathan Alexander Mettes  
Joshua M Narrell

*Indicates combined degree

Candidates Presented by  
Christopher I. Byrnes, Dean

Peter Setiadi Thaulad  
Thao Quy Vo  
Adair Weeks  
May 19, 2000  
Ahmed Khalifa Al Mehairi  
Muhammad Uzair Ansari  
*Gayan Channika Bandara  
Amanda Lee Chowning  
*Su Jin Collier  
Dave W Cook  
Frederick D Felder III  
Chad Errol Garr  
Nicole Beth Goldstein  
Ryan Scott Grauer  
Daniel In Hwang  
*Daniel Charles Johnson  
Sara Larson  
James Lydell Leonard, Jr.  
Rebecca Ruth Lienhop  
Jamie M Logan  
Scott James Murschel  
*Karen Fleming Oldeg  
Nathan C Overboe  
Jon Michael Ritzenthaler  
Shalin Ulhas Sanjanwala  
Hadi Farouk Shaaban  
Trayce E Slumsky  
Eric Paul Smith  
Tamuiurta Shantel Sykes  
Paula Kim Taylor  
Luis Alberto Telleria  
Stanton Willins  
*Steven Alan Zimmerman  
December 20, 1999  
*Keyur Harish Amin  
Ching Yeung  
August 13, 1999  
Cum Laude  
David Aaron Henderson  
Meghan Elizabeth Quinn  
August 13, 1999  
Yu Tung Hung

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING  
May 19, 2000  
*Summa Cum Laude  
Jeanette Maureen Abbott  
Dusten Littleden Olds  
Cum Laude  
Katherine Ann Culligan  
Raul Emilio Martinez  
Douglas John Prindle  
May 19, 2000  
Nathan William Barger  
Debbie E Bohot  
Brittain Briber  
Jonathan Burky  
Christina Noel Colon  
*Daniel Robert Getz  
Joshua Brink Hallsten  
Caroline Rose Jones  
Kevin M Keuleman  
Joshua D McLin  
Jennifer Ann Schadler  
Hao Zheng  
December 20, 1999  
Daniel Maxwell Folmar  
Piyachai Karnasuta  
Matthew Scott Netfield  
Cosette Ann Reeves  
Michael Stephen Wolfe

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING  
May 19, 2000  
*Summa Cum Laude  
*Julie Beth Kathman  
Michael Glenn Wrighton  
Magna Cum Laude  
*Charles B Schweizer  
*Brian D Switz  
*Douglas C Wickle  
*John Wilder  
Cum Laude  
Tucker Lawrence Evans  
David S Schlossberg  
Sharon Marie Stewart  
Jia-Yong Evan Wang  
Jeremy Walter Whatley  
May 19, 2000  
Phillip DiCorpo  
Brent Birch Durbin  
Yucel M Erbiligic  
Matthew J Joseph  
Cynthia Michelle Palmer  
December 20, 1999  
Aaron Matthew Colling  
Michael Aziel Jones  
*Scott Mitchell Simon  
August 13, 1999  
*Summa Cum Laude  
Joseph John McGill IV  
August 13, 1999  
Jeffrey N Krumm  
*Nik-Aatif Nik-Hashim  

*Indicates combined degree
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
May 19, 2000
Summa Cum Laude
Daniel K Blandford
Magna Cum Laude
*Charles B Schweizer
*Brian D Sivitz
Cum Laude
Jason Ginchereau
Anthony Koo
*Michael David Perlmutter
*David S Schlossberg
Jonathan R Scott
*Sharon Marie Stewart
Dane Sumners
*Bruce Andrew Thalheimer
Richard B Unger
May 19, 2000
Michael Marren Gaffney
Nicholas Charles Haddad
*Matthew J Joseph
Hyun J Kim
Sam C Pan
Carlos Fabio Santos
Kevin M Tan
*John Knox Winn
December 20, 1999
Summa Cum Laude
*Adam M Smith
Cum Laude
Jennifer Leigh Mason
Krishnakumar Elakkara Pathayapura
December 20, 1999
*Aaron Matthew Colling
Margaret Helen Lin
Philip David Olinger
James K V Willson
August 13, 1999
Jennifer Marion Garrett
*Nik-Arif Nik-Hashim
*Ashwin Krishna Patil

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
May 19, 2000
Summa Cum Laude
Julie Beth Kathman
Magna Cum laude
Theresa Fitriani
Daniel Edwin Griggs
*Douglas C Wikle
*John Wilder
Cum Laude
Nicholas Vaughn Burkhardt
Joshua G Castle

*Bachelor of Science in Information Management
May 19, 2000
Kevin Lee Cross
Ryan Paul Dare
Robert Joseph Fagerberg
Robert Fitter
Janet Lee Kingston
Richard Louis Koerber
Patricia Anne Martin
Kimberly Kay Murphy
Richard Paul Oppliger
Arlene Zamora Pagoria
Terence M Sommerville
Jean Spezia
December 20, 1999
Robert Simmons Chambers
Russell Edward Dunham
Susan B Elder
Phillip C Hagemann
Lisias Hidalgo
Joseph William Hoffman
Michael H Knobbe
Patricia Marie Meyer
David B Patty

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
May 19, 2000
Summa Cum Laude
Brian Paul Drab
Joachim Landes
Brian Thomas Whitehead
Magna Cum Laude
Joanna Marie Reich
Cum Laude
Anne Marie Albanese
Brian Suhyoun Chang
Michael J Sergeant
May 19, 2000
Scott C Alleci
Rachel Ilene Bernstein
*Genevieve Braatz
Michael S Bristol
Jason R Dare
Jeffrey Mark Drake
Jonathon D Haack
Jonathan A M Ishikawa
Kenneth Shir-Chieh Kao
Kurt M Koening
Minh Tuan Lam
Keith M Linnenbringer
Lucas A McIntosh
Sylas Darrin Shumaker
Benjamin Campbell Steinhaus
Priya Sharad Vajani
William J Watson
December 20, 1999
Cum Laude
Aaron Victor Christiansen
H Pierce Cole
Lee Edward Krueger
Jeffrey Michael Vertheim
December 20, 1999
*Andrew Martin Boyer
Jay Andrew Brossia
Nantapong Chiralerspong
Joseph Raymond Dimanlig
William Francis Doheny
Nenad Drca
Eric Otto Filipi
Christopher K Kiefer
John Francis Molnar
Isaac Mutiso Ngola
Jeremy Scott Sharff
Ashleigh Weeks
*Joseph Gregory Wilzbacher
August 13, 1999
Christine Laurelle Adles
Vincent Samuel Parisi

*Indicates combined degree
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
PHYSICS
May 19, 2000
Summa Cum Laude
Benjamin Stanley Paulson
Magna Cum Laude
Joseph Benjamin Altepeter
May 19, 2000
*Arthur Robert Ellis
James Eric Kline
Eric Louis Strongin

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
SYSTEMS SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING
May 19, 2000
Magna Cum Laude
*Cynthia Shan Wan Chew
Sheilah Beth Gleason
Cum Laude
Bo Xu
May 19, 2000
*Gayan Chamiindra Bandara
*Daniel Charles Johnson
Sutanit Puttapanom

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
May 19, 2000
Summa Cum Laude
Cheryl P Ekkebus
Christine L West
*Dana Leigh Willner
Magna Cum Laude
Brian Lloyd Alexander
Walter Wai-Yip Chan
Brian David Mesh
Cum Laude
Melissa Anne Lee
Glen L Pine
Matthew D Streckert
Gesara C Supattanasiri
Vanee Val Virasch
Sarah Elizabeth Wood
May 19, 2000
Paige M Greenberg
Jason Patrick Gross
Jason Jeffrey Jones
Guy Lakenishok
Kirkwe Lo
Maura Eileen O’Connor
*Karen Fleming Oldeg
*Cynthia Michelle Palmer
Todd A Palmer
Bryan Douglas Payne
Donald Ray Perigo, Jr.
Gerald Albert Pogue
Hara Leslye Reiner
Stacia Weiner
Trishana Woodard
Stephen Yee-Yang Wu
December 20, 1999
Cum Laude
Yogi Rivano
December 20, 1999
Patrick Donald Bragg
August 13, 1999
*Pin-Chung Chen
*Christopher James Deckert
Stella Patricia C Ng
Thuong Quy Vo

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY IN
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
August 13, 1999
Daniel Alan Ketterer

*Indicates combined degree
Candidates Presented by
Christopher I. Byrnes, Dean

MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING
May 19, 2000
Miguel Dario Espitia
Michael John Kelley

MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
May 19, 2000
Traci Dawn Sooter
December 20, 1999
Ruben Guzman Manzano
Ralph H Smith II
Ke-Chung Tsai
August 13, 1999
William Roy Taylor

MASTER OF ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT
May 19, 2000
Jon Leslie Allmon
Dervan Dodd Anderson
Daniel Loren Buls
Michael J Erslon
Mark Edward Gammon
Tanya Lattrell Johnson
Mark Alan Klausen
Brian John Mally
Jeffrey W Neumann
Steven John Poletti
Richard Brian Resa
Jeffrey J Seidner
Charles D Sulin
Douglas Alan Swain
December 20, 1999
Marshal David Bonds
Timothy M Brownsberger
Kenneth Michael Frigo
James W Joyner
Robert Blake Lucas III
Paul D May
Jason Douglas McGahey
Timothy J Miller
Lesley Jean Stewart
Michael Louis Switzer
Peter John Tonies
Leroy W Trame
Catherine Lynn Traven
Stephen Joseph Vendt
Theodore Warner
Riaz H Zaidi

MASTER OF INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
May 19, 2000
Richard Joseph Alt II
Errol Glenn Bernard
Jennifer Graeser Bierling
Shari Lynn Cutler
Kendal Minoru Furuya
John Joseph Hilton
Carol Anne Jonak
Nsamba Isabelle Kayembe
Robert Edwin Lowe
Vumilia B Machary
James Bradford Miller
Joseph Frank Mitchoff
Gregory Morovitz
Hart Gabriel Nelson
Brian Parker
Patricia Mary Pelikan
William Francis Ruby II
Ramesh Shettigar
December 20, 1999
John Richard Blaser
William Barrett Crosby
Matthew Paul Engeln
Douglas E Hamilton
Craig Stephen Loafman
Ronald Matthew Meyer
Allon Kenneth Rodin
Matthew Scott Victor
August 13, 1999
Mikhail Averbukh
Todd Christopher Cooper
Peter C Gleeson
Jacob Matthew Sterling
James Richard Takach

MASTER OF MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING
May 19, 2000
Donnita Ladel Bennett

MASTER OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
May 19, 2000
Gary Alan Broccard
August 13, 1999
Dana Silberberg

MASTER OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT
May 19, 2000
Donald Paul Frey
Christopher Erick Gillham
Alan Lee Mader
Kenneth Wayne Pipkins
Timothy Alan Range
Richard W Salisbury
Arnold Charles Troy
John E Zuckerman
December 20, 1999
Gregg Bentley Cumberledge
Carol June Melowitz
Gregory Morovitz
Damian Gerard Vitale

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
May 19, 2000
Craig Jacob Carmen
Paul Robert Fliceck
Michael D Lynch
Matthew Michael Quest
Mark William Sessions
Yingjian Yu
December 20, 1999
Afshin Shiravi
August 13, 1999
Jonathan Mawlin Chia

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
May 19, 2000
Xingdong Ma
Ching Yeung
December 20, 1999
Boon Cheng Ong
August 13, 1999
Bin Lin

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
May 19, 2000
Christopher L Atkins
Charles Arthur Berg
Matthew Simon Bieschke
Luis Alberto Porrello
Michael Scott Roark
Craig Alan Thompson

*Indicates combined degree
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
May 19, 2000
*Aaron H Averbuch
Frank Donald Eckelmann, Jr.
Nicolas Rodrigo Encina
Michael Alver Howell
Qingfeng Huang
Xiaoqiao Li
Jianxin Liu
Bjorn E Loftis
Sanjin Loncaric
Gustavo Alfredo Rosini
Nick Meng-Hsiu Wu
Jinming Zhan
Jinhua Zhou

December 20, 1999
José Joaquin Arias Ferrer
Dahai Guo
Katherine Skirving Larson
Carlos Roberto O’Ryan
Andrey Podorozhansky
*Adam M Smith
August 13, 1999
Alexander Babu Arulanandhu
Alan Drew Huffman
Sandep Sikka
Nagarajan Surendran

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
May 19, 2000
Michael Kenneth Antoniak
Indraniel Das
Hailin Jin
Emir Osmanagic
James Steven Rowe
Juliana Pinho Simon
*Yingjian Yu

December 20, 1999
Bernard William Favara
Roger I Keller
Weiqi Kong
John Winston Min
Li Wu
Xingguo Zhao
August 13, 1999
Hongyu An
Daniel Nelson Harres
Wei Huang

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING AND POLICY
December 20, 1999
Jasper Salvatore Vitale
Laura Lynn Vitale

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
May 19, 2000
Angela Marie Armstrong
*Joshua Brink Hallsten
Leslie Glen Harmon
Geoffrey T Stillwell
Li Zhang

December 20, 1999
Jennifer Leigh Markwardt

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MANAGEMENT OF TECHNOLOGY
May 19, 2000
Donald R Hemann
Patrick Dale Huhman
Douglas Edward Jaspering
Thomas Harold Rosner

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
May 19, 2000
Scott Ernest Ostrem

April Lynn Beisiegel

Vito Biundo

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
May 19, 2000
William Robert DeLong
William Talion Edwards
Craig Patrick Fuehne
Matthew Roy Melliere
Juli Anna Morse
Karla S Glaser Ritter

December 20, 1999
James Todd McWilliams
Michael J Puckett
Narayanan Subramanian

August 13, 1999
Thomas Christopher Buerk
Michael Craig Gall
Paul S Hong
Heather Lindsley Samsel
Bryan Jeffrey Wasileski

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SYSTEMS SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS
May 19, 2000
Fred Evan Harris
Chalermmong Lertpattarakong
Brandy Day Ruthsatz

December 20, 1999
Chul-Hong An
Ka-Ling Chan

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN TECHNOLOGY AND HUMAN AFFAIRS
May 19, 2000
Jeffrey Philip Kutterer

December 20, 1999
John Ellis Patrick

DOCTOR OF SCIENCE
May 19, 2000
In Biomedical Engineering
Matthew Wyatt Kay
In Civil Engineering
*Louis Alberto Porrello
In Electrical Engineering
Steven Lawrence Kimbel
Metin Oz
In Systems Science and Mathematics
Travis Wade Cusick
Raja Mitra
Ibrahim Alpay Ozcan
Andrea Serrani
Wen-Liang Wang
Mingjun Zhang

December 20, 1999
In Chemical Engineering
Eduardo Gomez Maquez
Chao-Tsai Huang
Timothy Daniel Whitehead
In Electrical Engineering
Matthew Leon Cooper
Pallavi Dhaqat
Soonman Kwon
Chung-Dar Daniel Wang
In Mechanical Engineering
John A Ladd
In Systems Science and Mathematics
Sicong Li
Ilker Ibrahim Tunay

August 13, 1999
In Civil Engineering
Nathan Charles Gould
In Computer Science
Girish P Chandrammenon
Christos Papadopoulos
Srinivasan Venkatachari
In Electrical Engineering
Albrecht Jander
David Gerard Politte
In Environmental Engineering
Stefan Ruediger Falke
In Systems Science and Mathematics
Mingqi Kong
Tzann-Shinn Yang

*Indicates combined degree
THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

Candidates Presented by
Cynthia Weese, Dean

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY IN
ARCHITECTURE
May 19, 2000
Magna Cum Laude
Philip Joseph Fingerhut
Brad Wayne Gronefeld
Jeffrey G Rudolph
May 19, 2000
Emily Ann Bleier
Evelyn Marie Fleddermann
Regina Raineri Foan
Allan Palmour Gober
Sherry Lynn Scherr
Craig Steven Shields
Debra Ann Strange
December 20, 1999
Dayton Henry Mudd

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE
May 19, 2000
Jenette Paula Aic
Michael Thomas Antkowiak
Timothy John Bosche
Lan Chen
Michelle Renée Ernst
Neena Gupta
Karl Andrew Gustafson
Rami Samir Harb
Leif N Hauser
Christian Hogue
Sen Hsiao
Chi-Wen Louise Hung
Nishit Deven Kothari
Arjun H Mande
Mollie Ann McGowan
Xi Meng
William Thomas Carpenter Neale
Douglas Price Oldham
Gauri Ramanlal Shah
Bradley Robert Shanks
Asayo Shioiri
Ashwin H Toney
Richard Yao-Ming Tsai
Yu Wen
Steven M Wilke-Shapiro
Holly Marie Williams
David Wolff

December 20, 1999
Atef Al-Shahri
Chi-Yen Chen
Li Chun Jonathan Cheung
Sandra Hasse
Lisa Eun-Hwa Kim
Fabian A Llonch
Monica Kirstin Moore
Zeynep Orberk
Mary Anne Phillips
Dian Ridy Prastiti
Thasitt Ruanglek
Traci Dawn Sooter
Laura Beth Wilson
Tomislav Zigo

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE AND
URBAN DESIGN
May 19, 2000
Dhaval I Barbhaya
August 13, 1999
Christopher Gonzales
Paul Christopher Hubman
Mara Christina Minarik
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
May 19, 2000
Summa Cum Laude
Lori A Auxier
Daniel J Bender
Andrew James Cullinan
Jeremy R Degenhart
Eric David Huls
Laurens Eve Juster
John Robert Kindschuh
Bret Allen Kingsbury
Alisa Christina Pira
Elaine Marie Robl
Laura Danielle Wolf
Tan Tan Wong
Magna Cum Laude
Morgan Gale Aronson
Danielle K Bateman
Martin Nicholas Beally
Michael Raymond Bergman
Michael Hsin-Chieh Ch'ang
Michael J Covey
Adam J Davis
Seth Freiden
Alexey Gorodinsky
Jennifer Gundrum
Brian Haggenmiller
Anna Jan
Sonalee Jilhevar
Jeffrey Adam Lash
David Holloway Leimsieder
Gordon Daniel Liss
Elizabeth A Lynch
Kevin C Mole
Jayne Kristen Morgan
Mitchell F Moss
Peter Serio
Meghan Peck Sullivan
Ann Catherine Wallis
Marc Jason Weitzman
Lindsey Paige Wurzel
Suan Wei Yeo
Tony Siu-Tung Young
Blake E Young
May 19, 2000
Robyn Joy Aasmundstad
Mark W Adams
Sarah Anderson

*Indicates combined degree
Kristin S Andrews
Rachel Gottlieb Angrerman
Jeffrey M Angtuaco
John Ashcraft
Wing Yee Ruby Au Yeung
* Jenny A Austin
Joshua John Bartee
Carl Beavers Bedell
Anatoly Belaygorod
Craig R Berry
David Berzack
Tucker D Boren
Joshua Bortnick
Aaron Bright
Blaire Amy Cahn
Sharath John Chandra
Janshiuh Jan Jan Chen
Young-Sung Choi
Mary Ling Chou
Andrew Michael Cohen
Lori Ann Cook
Bryan Michael Cronin
Wesley Carl Cummins
Rishi Rajan Dalal
Ilana R Darisky
Kelly Dickerson
Cole Lamberton Dunlavey
Shan Duseja
Kara Elizabeth Fahrbach
Jesse Falowitz
Dana Lauren Farber
Alexandra Marie Farkouh
Larry Wayne Ferrell II
Keng Fong Fok
Justin Michael Forer
Larry Don Foster II
Eric R Fox
Julie Ann Fozdar
Freyaa Lee Fung
Michael J Gallo
Mitchell Ross Garfinkel
Seth B Geffic
John Charles Gerhard IV
Christopher John Gimbert
Ranjan J Ginde
David Glasser
Stefani Glatstein
Jonathan E Glick
Joshua Brian Roger Gold
Richard Samuel Greene IV
Brooke Hampshire
Heather Ann Harris
Charles McGlashin Hatch
Michael Roddy Haynes, Jr.
Aaron Hamilton Headley
William David Himmelstein
Tom Yung Thung Hsi
Yeevun Hsiao
Angela N Hubbard
Peter Kristopher Huggins
Mariyani Ahmad Husairi
Youkyung Hwang
Jacqueline B Iga
Michael Andrew Isaacson
Jennifer Gail Javitch
Jessica Kathleen Johnston
Yop Byung-Woo Kang
Otabek K Karimov
Brian Katz
Hannah Kim
Sang Dong Kim
Thomas Bum Jin Kim
Sarah Jean Kirby
Kevin Kitsch
Steven J Klinke
Brian D Ko
Teppeti Jeremy Kohno
Ravi Krishnaney
Elizabeth I Kwan
Bettina C Lampkin
Teresa Hsin-Ying Lee
Marisa Jill Leshinsky
Adam Levin
Elizabeth Liao
Jung Lieu
Marran R Linsky
David Adam Lipsitz
Christopher Liu
Mark Yuda Liu
Lacey Leigh Lucre
Heather Alexandra Luke
Robert B Marcus
Cristina J Martin
Tomoto Matsumoto
Richel A Maxwell
Ryan Patrick McCormack
Jason M Miller
DeLafayette D Moore
Wing Chung Rita Ng
Craig Henry Oeswein
Minsok Oh
Thomas D Ottersburg
Timothy C Ottersburg
Feng Pan
Deborah Michelle Pevenstein
Bianca Pi
Davis Edmund Plowden
Antara Prasad
Stefanie Raphan
Geoffrey Rauscher
Dhiraj Ray
Erin Elizabeth Reale
Beth Nicole Rosen
Thomas Rosenstock
Evan J Rosenthal
Stephen Ross
Joshua Nathanael Rothmel
Michael Royal
Timothy J Runnalls
Shekar Sathyanarayana
Thomas Leonhard Schmid
Debra Michelle Schultz
Sarah E Schultz
Jill M Schwartz
Linas Erin Schwartz
Natasha Marie Selver
Michael Joseph Sholiton
Nafis Sidker
Larry Lap-Chong Siu
Jeremy Scott Skrezyna
Matthew Steven Smagacz
John D Spyers
Ryan Patrick Stack
Steven Edward Steinbruegge
Jill Colleen Stephens
Young Suh
Jeshua A Suk
Kurt A Summers, Jr.
Hava Mina Tabari
Brett D Tande
Robert E Taylor III
Lynn M Telken
Christopher Thelen
Amy Marie Thorstad
Scott Matthew Trilling
Frederick H Tsai
Brian Wachtel
Erica B Waxman
Nathaniel Weeks
Amanda Noelle Wells
Denise Tsui-Hua Wong
Jeffrey Wong
David Yedid
Jacky Cheuk Mun Yung

December 20, 1999
Magna Cum Laude
Mark Leonard Bonk

December 20, 1999
Sandip Narendra Amin
Jill S Bryant
Steven August Busch
Kyle Kin-Wai Chang
Jane Chen
Courtney Nicole Gray

Stacy Lynn Gulich
Heather LeeAnn Hawk
Kerim A Kluri
Yongmin Elvin Kim
Megan D Kolbrener
Melissa Anne Newman
Nalinee Aimee Rojan
Sally Wearing
Dana Ellen Weintraub
Armando Robert Wirajendi

August 13, 1999
Fahd Al-Rasheed
Cheryl Lynn Auster
John Fox Bricher
Agus Supriyanto Budiman
Jason Casher
Yi Chia Cham
Sandra Yuan Feng Chang
Meredith Habib
Patrick Vaughn McAllister
Rando Nasution
Jung Hyecup Suh
Fendy Susanto

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
May 19, 2000
Wael Abdelghany
Richard Joseph Alt II
Bessie C Antoniou
Carlos E Anzola
Bryan Kanters Badzin
Stephanie Warren Ballard
Melvin L Ballenger
Ellen Beckmann
John Scott Bell
Daniel P Berner
Mark Joseph Besch
Siddhartha Bhattacharya
Jennifer Graesser Bierling
Gregory Daniel Binns
Rebecca Janette Blair
David Kevin Blatt
Lisa Renee Bogdan
Christina Gail Border
Francois Jean Bordes
Sheila Denise Boyd
Kirk Donald Bridenthal
David Andrew Budowsky
James Paul Burmeister
Steven August Busch
Mark V Bussen
Kevin S Cahill
Edward William Cantwell
Brian Glenn Carlson
Patrick Joseph Carroll II
Danny Tsz-Fung Chan
Khaled Chebib
Vivian Chen
Aaron Joseph Chorowicz
James Chou
Robert T Cimperman

Lee Van Clark
Robin Goodwin Dalton
Jason Todd Daugherty
Christopher V Davenport
Gene E DeJackome
Elizabeth Brandon DeLaMater
Donna L Delbridge
Rahul P Deshmukh
Edward Joseph Dillon III
Lei Ding
Sharon Dixon
Jeffrey William Dobslaw
Karen Sue Domagalski
Sean Terence Donlin
Ronald Earl Drane
Tiaodi Duan
Shalen Riswadkar DuFaux
Ravi Krishna Duggirala
Michael D Early, Jr.
Christopher Frederick Effer
Thomas Paul Elder
Paul Frederick Endres
Andy Eng
Stephane Evenepoel
Ernesto Fajardo
Norman Fandino
Peter Thomas Farrell
Nina Cheryl Feldman
Xiaotian Feng
Vincent Michael Ferry
Andrew J Fisher
Sean Patrick Fitzgerald
Patrice M Flanagan
Scarlett Lee Foster
Jon Evans Fowler
Mark R Frahm
Kendal Minoru Furuya
Tricia K Gaskin
Kim Michelle Gingras
Brian Robert Glass
Karen Suzanne Goldsmith
Deanna L Goodnough
Rebecca A Gray
John Shattuck Groome
Qing Gu
Chad A Gunther
Salima Habib
Karin Margaret Hagaman
Donald Edward Hake
Edward Wesley Hamp
Richard B Hanes, Jr.
Joseph John Hanzlik
Ginnac Raeshele Harley
Arnett William Harvey
Richard Jonathan Hatzfeld
Donald David Haut, Jr.
Randy Keith Haynes
John Michael Headrick
Lyle Kent Henderson
George Nicholas Hennen, Jr.
Kelly-Ann Iola Henry
John Phillip Hoehn IV
- Warren E Hoffner III
- Scott Wayne Hollander
- Robert Holtcamp
- Paul Highfield Hunter
- Genichiro Innami
- Kazunori Itabashi
- Sudhir K Jain
- Jorge Luis Jaramillo
- James Daniel Jaroschak
- Davidson B Jensen
- Saikat Joardar
- Wade A Johnson
- Brian David Jurchak
- Yuichi Kagawa
- Lisa S Kagel
- Anil Kaul
- Randal A Kellis
- James B Kelly
- Thanit Khoosuwan
- Danny Kim
- Sang-Hyun Kim
- Robert K Kimes
- Ken Kimura
- Dale Gerard Kluba
- David Scott Konold
- Korey Daniel Koop
- Gwendolyn S Kopsie
- Thomas Paul Kouchoukos
- Stephen E Kraft
- Allan J Kressig
- Timothy Kriegshauser
- Harold Rockwell Kroeger
- John H Lake
- Brian Scott Lang
- Jonathan Shelden Levy
- Antoine Montez Liddell
- Scott David Loeffelman
- Daniel Lopez
- *Robert Edwin Lowe
- Chia-Jung Ma
- Paul A Mariani
- Michael Darin Marlow
- Jefferson Hanlin McBride
- Michael E McBride
- Timothy James McCarthy
- Michael L McClure
- Jeffrey Andrew McGraw
- Sarah Nelson
- Mark Mason Mihalevich
- Michael L Milich
- Adam Scott-Lev Miller
- *Joseph Frank Mitchoff
- Ichiro Miyawaki
- Michael L Moehn
- Kevin P Moell
- Ann Montgomery
- Christopher Adam Moore
- Juan Carlos Moreno
- Stephen D Morganstein
- Patrick Thomas Mullen
- Kathleen Nee
- Richard E Nolle
- Lynn H O'Connor
- Karon E Oestreich
- Edgard Olazola
- Norihito Ozawa
- Jennifer Anne Ozimkiewicz
- *Cynthia Michelle Palmer
- Prashant Patri
- David Peacock
- *Michael David Perlmutter
- Cory Anthony Peter
- Seth M Peterson
- Sara Pfitzinger
- Britton L Pope
- Robert Keith Pinniger
- Saudeh Sabet Pirooz
- David R Pope
- Paul B Pritchard IV
- Johnna Lynnette Pulley
- Eric Jason Ralph
- Steven C Reed
- William R Reinus
- Adam Alexander Riddle
- Michael Lamont Riggs
- Jeffrey S Robinson
- Allon Kenneth Rodin
- Jerry L Rosenblum
- Edward O Roullard
- Adriana Rueda
- Jason Keyvon Ryan
- Kelly Ryan
- Yoichi Saito
- Donald Sallee
- Gilda Regina Z Santiago
- W Scott Saperston
- Lawrence Anthony Schenone
- Joseph E Schroder
- David P Schuler
- James E Segrist
- Manish Suresh Shah
- Megha Shah
- Sunita Manish Shah
- Ronald Patrick Shelley
- *Ramesh Shettigar
- Dennis N Shirokov
- Mark Siedband
- Gerald Patrick Simone
- Christopher S Smith
- Craig Robert Smith
- Heidi Suzanne Smith
- Timothy Joseph Smith
- Cynthia R Somogye
- Susan L Sontz
- Timothy J Spray
- Andrew McLain Stewart
- Richard Stimac
- Vicki W Straub
- Lajoy L Suber
- Andrew M Sullins
- Eko Susetyono
- Rene Agamata Tangonan
- Keiichi Tanino
- *Bruce Andrew Thalheimer
- William M Thomson
- Joseph E Trigg, Jr.
- Christopher Michael Trokey
- *Arnold Charles Troy
- Michael Paul Valzania
- Traci Karen Van Buren
- Gerrit-Jans Arjan van Veldhuizen
- Eddy Samuel Vataru
- Don Michael Viers II
- Scott David Vogt
- Christina Maria Wagner
- Angela Susanne Walker
- Stephen Waltman
- William Welborn
- Stephen P Welker
- Steven Wayne West
- Ira Edward Wight
- Brian Douglas Williams
- Curt Worlund
- John Alan Worsham
- Gefei Xia
- Svitlana Yamolchuk
- Cheng-Chiu Yen
- Donald Allen Yocham
- Temmin Yoshiara
- Yuri Yuzifovich
- Robert Charles Ziegler
- Weiwei Zhao

December 20, 1999

Kathleen R Ballard
- Madeline Barborek
- Brian D Behlmann
- Adwait Anil Bhagwat
- Shyam Singh Bishen
- Lonza L Bufford, Jr.
- Kent F Custer
- David Diaz
- James Paul Doherty
- Matthew Roy Embleton
*Matthew Paul Engeln
- Jeffrey W Figg
- Elizabeth Kaufman Frey
- Nancy Sun Goodman
- Jerry D Goolsby
- Michael Richard Grimm
- Christopher William Hanaway
- Douglas Scott Hancock
- Pamela Elizabeth Hermesch
- Jeffrey L Howe
- Neil Scott Jaffe
- Jeffrey William Jarchow
- Scott Alan Jenkins
- Karen Mary Kalvelage
- Susan Koflowitch
- David Paul Konsewicz
- Robyn Lucas-Tebeau
- Jason Rahe Matisheck
- John T McCutcheon III

*Indicates combined degree
THE SCHOOL OF ART

Candidates Presented by
Jeffrey C. Pike, Dean

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
May 19, 2000

Summa Cum Laude
Valerie Beth Wallace

Magnae Cum Laude
Cheree Elizabeth Berry
Melissa Liebling-Goldberg

Cum Laude
Laila Kachwaha
Brealle R Killip
Joshua Benjamin Korenblat
Anna Karin Mein
Ann Jacquesyn Roll
Lauren R Rosenthal
Shannon L Schauer
Anastasia Lorraine Wilson

May 19, 2000
Lisa Joanna Alpern
Rebecca Atkinson
Laura Kay Baber
Cristie M Bachhuber
Susan Beverly Barnes
Kathryn Victoria Berry
Nanako Bito
Pedro Pablo Bonilla, Jr.
David Christopher Braddock
Katherine I Britton
Ann Dorothy Burke
Laura Beth Cantrell
Leslie Ryanne Christensen
Eleanor Chu-Fen Chung
Julie M Conway
Katherine Deak
Alexandra R H Deloskey
Lynsey Drischler
Christine Anne Drummond
Kevin Michael Dunphy
Lauren Elizabeth Faulkenberry
Sara Elizabeth Fleming
Oriana M Fox
Sasha Pavloff Freedman
Rebecca Diane Goldstein
Rachel Eve Gottlieb
Michael Peter Gurman
Jessica Paige Harkey
Elizabeth Michael Hartman
Taylor Meier Hokanson
Eva Tai Holtz

+Hilary Faith Hook
Heather Huelskamp
Jason Lamar Jeffries
Morgan A Healy King
Sarah Aliza Kreiger
Katy Rose Krupnick
Vorina M Kusumowidagdo
Annie Mei-Hwa Liu
Matthew James Llewellyn
Sharon Arlene Magyar
Prem Makeig
+Amada Marie Mann
Christine E Miller
Erin Elizabeth Miller
Maki Muramoto
Andrew Scott Paluba
Anne Brook Perdigon
Benjamin R Pierce
Melissa Dawn Pomerantz
Maya Lea Porter
Matthew S Rehholz
Amanda Eve Rice
Alison Patricia Sauter
Kristen Ann Schnell
+Lezlie J Silverstein
+Martin Laird Smick
Candice Christine Stehno
+Naomi Elyse Taitz
Alissa Beth Umansky
Julie Ann Wagner
Christopher Welch
Brian McGraw Williamson
Benjamin Israel Zapp

December 20, 1999
Anthony Hatzidakis
Stephanie ellis Schlaifer

August 13, 1999
Shirin S Arakani
Deep Brata Dutta
Jeremy Cain Gilley
Tina Marie Seay

MASTER OF FINE ARTS
May 19, 2000
Wayne Edward Adams
Fawn Atencio
Ryan Charles Bair
Ellen Claire Branscomb
Jennifer Dawn Callahan
Kevin Edward Carr
Judson Oren Crowe
Harold Chad Forbis
Lila C Hays

Noah Martin Kirby
Ronald E Laboray, Jr.
Ashley Nicole Lawson
Judith Diane Leise
Elizabeth Frances Reid
Robert G Rolfe-Redding
Carol Lynn Ross
Elizabeth Kennard Streett-Ott
Ling-Wen Tsai
Karen Elizabeth Woodward
Kimberly Lee Wynne

*Indicates combined degree
+Indicates Eliot Scholars
The George Warren Brown School of Social Work

Candidates Presented by
Shanti Kumar Khinduka, Dean

Master of Social Work
May 19, 2000
Valerie Michelle Akerson
Nasser Al-Oud
Laura A Barnickol
Felecia Bartow
Lee Ames Bascom
Marissa Gayle Berkow
Nicolle Anus Bettsis
Amelia K Bieda
Amanda L Bishop
Mena Brittian Blair
Jennifer Boersma
Keith A Borders
Irene Bosco
Jewell F Brazelton
Kelly Camrud
Necia Leigh Chambliss
Martha M Chick
Sun-Ha Choi
Ramona Marie Connors
Rebecca Ruth Consol
Sarah Conway-D'Sousa
Susan Michelle Cooper
Elizabeth Katherine Corman
Vonda Covington
Allison Crow
Stephanie Cryer
Emily Anne Deutsch
Amy Michelle Donaldson
Dana L Downs
Ivan G Doxtator
Steven John Eastmond
Daniele Annette Eliand
Katherine Emma Epplin
Kara Ettenson
Lisa Helene Farinholt
Mihaela Dorina Felecan
Jessica Lynn Ferber
Kathleen Fry
Jane Chandler Gibbons
Danette Charisse Gillespie
Shelly Kay Gray
Sharon E Grimmetti-Jackson
Lauren Gross
Jillen Gunther
Robert D Hackleman
Karin Margaret Hagaman
Jamie D Hammond
Tracy Hammond-Kern
Diana Marie Harris
Errin C Harris
Leslie Kay Hasche
Britney Marie Hawk
Huey L Hawkins, Jr.
Laura Elizabeth Hayden
Alison Hayes
Sarah Althouse Heath
Sara J Helm
Georgey Killgore Herron
Kristen Hicks-Hilty
Jeremy S Hodess
Amy Catherine Horne
Staci Lyn Horwitz
Tracey Howe-Koch
Gretchen Johnson Hull
Earnestine Jackson
Elizabeth Alder Jennings
Claire LaVerne Jones
Leslie Ann Jones
Maureen Michel Jordan
Aya Kawasaki
Erin Leigh Kilbaugh
Carrie A Kleiman
Lauri Kravetz
Jennifer Riley Kuehne
Traci Lyn Lanning
Ashley Marie Lantz
Joshua Laton
Keasha Quintina Lee
Shanching Leung
Kristin Lenore Lindner
Margaret Lombe
Joanne Longley
Mary C Lynch
Michelle Anne Manoguerra
Stacy Marini
Rachel Yvonne Marsh
Siobhan Helen Martin
Leslie Paige McMahon
Carol Ann Melka
Deborah Merrick
Allison Zidel Meyers
Megan Michalek
Susan Marie Milliken
Melanie Justyne Mills
Shannon Marie Mulloy
George Gerald Myers
Duy Dich Nguyen
Kimberly Lynn Novy
Kasey Lynam O'Neal
Karin Olson
Hillary Ann Pankowski
Sally B Panzer
Seth L P Patch
Karen Rachel Pomerantz
Robin Leslie Miller Pope
Amy E Poth
Amy Christine Puckett
Marc Benjamin Ratner
Khaled Resheid
Linda Schuh
Tamara Scott
Satsuki Linda Scoville
Abha G Shrestha
Michael Standing Soldier
Sheila Ann Sunstrom
Stephanie Lynn Thornton
Ruthann Marie Tocco
Stacie Renee Traum
Catherine Ann Turner
William Eugene Umfleet
Rebecca Ashley Wallace
Barbara J Weber
Aida V Wells
Joan E White
Jill Denise Wiggins
Steven M Wilke-Shapiro
Damita Arlette Williams
Lisa Susanne Williams
Anna C Wood
Man Fai Wu
Son Ah Yun
Lori B Zanler
December 20, 1999
Jami Sue Alberhasky
Amy Elaine Allen
Kristin Leigh Alter
Rachael Marie Barnwell
Alice Boateng
Sarah Beth Boeker
Becky J Boice
Dana JoAnn Brady
Jeffrey L Burdick
Jennifer Cadwell
Jin-Hee Cho
Caroline Love Craig-Sawyer
Jennifer Crouse
Elizabeth R Embree
Angela Hahn
Christine Hammond
David Michael Harris
Tawnya R Hooper
Amy Ann Hummelsheim
Rikako Kato

*Indicates combined degree
Carl Anthony King
Yee Chung Kwok
Amanda Brooke Leatherman
Bethany Renee Lee
Sheri Minette Massman
Michelle Marie McCabe
Kelli S McFall
Kimberly Dawn McKee
Kelley Jean McKinney
Petrina Menne
Ruth Ellen Meyer
Eulonda Michelle Nevels
Seju Oh
Urmila Panthi
Jennifer Ann Stanley
Barbara Ann Sullivan
Tanvi Tripathi
Amy Jean Vargas
Jennifer R Wheelahan
Julia Furr Wilson
Stephanie Zwillinger

August 13, 1999

Mohammad Al-Harbi
Salah Sultan Al-Mannai
Malak Al-Rasheed
Stacey Bolinger
Kenneth J Breniman
Lindsey Beth Chase
Alina Olsen Chertkoff
Kristina Dowling
Tenacia A Echols
Nathan Levi Esquerra
Debra Rose Franklin
Jocelyn Renee Hayes
Miki Hong
Young Pyo Hong
Allison Renee LaMont
Cynthia Larcom
Sue Yee Liu
Sandra Lynn Love
Paul F E Mackie
Akiko Makino
Von E Nebbitt
Susan Neely-Barnes
Tzer Wee Ng
Mila Gayle Probstfield Prince
Helen Yolanda Riddle
Michelle Rutz
Bok Kyoung Song
Hwakang Song
Suzanne Rae St Peter
Aruna C Tailor
Flowerie L Terry
Jean Carolyn Tobben
Kimberly Ann Webb
Julie Michelle Wiechens
Hsin-Yen Yang

June 24, 1999

*Holly L McFarland

*Indicates combined degree
DOCTOR OF LAW

May 19, 2000

Chandreka Nicole Allen
Scotty L Allen
Angelike Andrinopoulos
Joshua W Averill
Matthew M Barnes
Laura A Barnickol
Scott A Barrett
Kirstin Carol Baum
David W Bauman
Rebecca Elise Begelman
Brandy Rochelle Beger
Scott E Bellgrau
Jennifer Frances Bender
Gregory Daniel Binns
Michael Cavanaugh Blaes
Lisa Hibbard Boero
T Daniel Brad
Ashlie Keener Brown
Troy A Burk
Anastasia Burkham
Rabia Khawar Butt
Jay E Carey
Franklin C Carroll
David S Casanover
Jennifer Jean Cays
Necia Leigh Chambliss
Robert F Chandler
Jennifer Noelle Chapman
Christopher H Chung
Ryan E Clausen
L J Cox
Kathryn E Crossley
Michael W Darpino
Stacey Elaine Deere
Sydney Eldridge Denuy
Kim E Dixon
Laurel Tinsley Dobbe
David T Engman
Rodney V Fahn
Cherie F Faulkner
Amy Beth Fearcombe
Lauren Meredith Finkel
Thomas M Fisher
Larry Elvis Gallamore III
David W Gearhart
Claire Kathryn Gibson
Matthew D Glenn

*Indicates combined degree

*Shelly Kay Gray
Shana Eden Greatman
Julia N Gwinn
Andrew M Hansell
Jonathan O Harris
Elliott M Hedin
Barry D Hershonow
Jill E Hickson
Christopher S Hite
Adam S Hochschild
Kurt M Hoffman
Gabrielle Melissa Ince
Elsa Detering Itz
Etta J Jackson
Alicia Joy Jaeger
*Elizabeth Alder Jennings
Jeanette M Johnson
Gregory W Jones
Emily Kaplansky
Chadwel D Kasdin
Marion A Keyes
Jonathon J H Kim
Thomas S Kim
Angela Ramirez Kirby
John Kumor
David Seth Lang
Lisa C Langeneckert
Heather Leawoods
Alexander See-Yuen Lee
Johann H Lee
Shawn P Lee
Mark A Leinauer
Stephanie Marie Lewis
Jeffrey Michael Linihan
Joy Elizabeth Lowe
Catherine E Lucas
Cheterna M Lucas
Phillip S Lupton
Aarrun James Marcus
Andrea K Marsh
Rachel Yvonne Marsh
Mark D McCauley
Jennifer D McKenna
Carole Lynn McLaughlin
Julie Jennings McMurry
Laura René McNeal
Shannon Reneé Meares
Michelle Sue Michelson
Kerri L Miller
Frederick William Miller III
Amanda L Miranda
Jared R Montgomery
Bryce William Mowbray III
Walter Allan Murray III
Frances Naiga Muwonge
Michelle Diane Nasser
Michael Neufeld
Lisa R Norman
Robert R O’Blennis
Jadie Dionne O’Dell
Hilary K Oertli
Erik Donald Ojala
Elizabeth C Padgett
John J Page
Andrew M Parial
Joshua Robert Pedelty
Elizabeth A Pejeau
Rebecca A Pinto
Amy E Poth
Robert J Priester
Donald D Raymond, Jr.
Ageo L Reppas
Joshua E Richardson
Daniel A Robillard
Jason B Robinson
Diana Ross-Butler
Matthew R Roth
Andrew C Ruben
Daniel Mark Rubin
Jennifer L Rue
Sahba Salimi
Rena Mara Samole
Scott C Sample
Aryn Noelle Sandor
Emily M Schaumburg
Eric B Schultenover
Rebecca Lynn Schwarten
Rakesh Sehgal
Kristin Ann Shepard
Laura Suzanne Sheridan
John Gabel Shively
Gilbert Chester Sison
Marc F Skapof
Alisha C Smith
James L Smith
Andrew Tyler Spence
Clay St. Clair
Bart Alan Starr
Francois Mark Steichen
Mary A Stremsterfer
Michael W Tackett
Michele Lynn Taylor
Stephen R Taylor
Jason Patrick Tepley
Earl B Thames, Jr.
Brett L Thompson
Michael J Throneberry
Christina T Tomaras
Danielle Teachout Uy
Max Thomas Wake
Jovita M Walker
Shannon M Walsh
Zhen Xiang Wang
Shirley W Whittle
Andrea Marie Wilkovich
Victoria H Zerjav

December 20, 1999
Russell Dayton Brown
Peter T Gruszka
Walter C Hutchens
Merrill Lane Kaliser
Heather Kathleen Peck
Anne Carlisle Schmidt
Jennifer Ann Stanley

August 13, 1999
Snigdha Acharya
Dora Rose Bertram
Joseph D Clegg
Adam E Crall
Ivory Johnson
Liang Ni
Freda M Stelzer

June 24, 1999
Rukiya A Bonner
Christine L Harms
Heilla Jenkins
Holly L McFarland
Vanessa R McKenzie

DOCTOR OF THE
SCIENCE OF LAW

December 20, 1999
Natalia V Dronova

MASTER OF LAWS

May 19, 2000

In U.S. Law
Hossam Fahmy
Nicole Carola Grieben
Akiko Hata
Byung Chan Jung
Woong-Kyu Kim
Won Jae Lee
Man Li
Eva R Lindenberg
Chenglin Liu
Alexander Gebrekristos Mesmer
Takashi Ohira
Oksana Shovkopolyas
Julie Dorothee Strube
Rong Xie
Maximilien A Yaouanc
Yonggang Zeng
Chenbo Zhang

December 20, 1999
Hong-Sik Kim
Bin Zhu

August 13, 1999
Sei-Hwa Park

*Indicates combined degree
THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Candidates Presented by
William A. Peck, Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
May 19, 2000
Leslie Helena Adams
December 20, 1999
Shirley L Brewer

MASTER OF HEALTH
ADMINISTRATION
May 19, 2000
Ricke C Baize
Kristin E Bigott
Ryan Joseph Fischer
Matthew Todd Girotto
Bradley A Golden
Sean J Gregory
Kimberly D Gusa
Angeline Harris
Tyler L Hedden
Amy Marcille Hooten Johnson
Linda B Langsdorf
Matthew B Lautzenheiser
Bradley T Law
Colleen Brenna O'Donnell
Janette B Pedraja
Peter Leo Petrich
Aekta Raja
Jenny Levis Sadow
Kristen M Torres
Patrick Louis Tsai
LeShea L Turner
Charles D Visconti
Jill C Winter
Jeremy S Zoch

December 20, 1999
Mary Beth Admiraal
Deborah Judith Arkush
Alison E Arnold
Lori Jane Bigham
Crystal A Bingham
Kirsten Rae Blair
Tiffany Clare Blick
Damon P Borrelli
Tracie Lynn Bruning
Regina Austin Campbell
Julie Ann Elsmore
Kristen Jamie Conway
Kelley Anne Couvillion
Barbara Gail Cromer
Katherine Anne Cummings
Nancy Elizabeth Cwiklin
Shelley Anne Dean
Mary Ann DeMet
Timothy Michael Devries
Melysa Danielle Diamant
Tracy Lynn Distel
Jeanne Marie Dorighi
Bonnie Kay Dressel
Barbara Lee Drumm
Susan E Duenwald
Ann Kelly Feagan
Megan Aylin Graham
Carey Ann Gray
Jessica Robin Gumpert
Julie Elisabeth Hamilton
Daniel John Hillsendeger
Debra Ann Hoffman
Angela Denise Hollen
Joseph David Hostler
Kimberly Suzanne Jerdee
Laura Lynn Johnson
Melissa Ann Jones
Joni Midori Kamiya
Karla J Keyes
Tanya Rhea Kessinger
Heather Ann King
Brandi Jae Kintigh
Jeffrey Allen Kisslinger
Jennifer Ashlyn Kramer
Kadi Lu Kutchmarek
Yolanda Leong
Michelle Tschenschok Lewellan
Amy Elizabeth Lyons
Wanda Jean Mahoney
Jeanelle Marsh
Julie Lynn Matuszewski
Julie Christine McMorrow
Robin J Mitani

Dhiren K Narotam
Tom Duc Nguyen
Elizabeth Joann Nolan
Stephanie Ruth Lore Nussbaum
Colleen Marie Paas
Meredith Lyn Payne
Laura Marie Perego
Cheryl Rae Petrus
Christen Lee Pfaehler
Ashlea D Pinegar Kell
Jonathan David Potter
Kristi Anne Rentzsch
Jane Kathryn Richardson
Lisa Kay Rindal
Marina V Rubezhin
Kristy A Sanders
Melissa Erin Sandvick
Amy Rose Schaffner
Kathryn Swanson Schmideke
Karim Marie Schontich
Jennifer Dawn Schram
Melissa Lynne Setty
Dawn Michelle Shinabargar
Elissa Cook Simpson
Padra Lynn Smith
Stephanie Nicole Sneed
Charles David Stapinski
Renata Staron
Nancy Leigh Straley
Kimberly Ellen Thomashow
Deborah M Thornhill
Kristin Marie VanDeRiet
Nikki S Vogelzang
Laura Ann Watsek
Jennifer Ann Wiezorek
Sarah Jones Wilson
Rodney Donald Winn
Laura Withrell
Jamie Michelle Wolfe
Cynthia Eileen York
Sheila Marie Zipf
August 13, 1999
Gillian Ruth Duncan
Nannette Michelle Fischer

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
May 19, 2000
Jessica Ann Espenmiller
Lisa Bernice Gray

*Indicates combined degree
Darren Matthew Bass
Joylene M Battersby-Audette
Erin I Bavougian
Linda S Bequette
Patricia Joan Blackburn-Geisz
Julie A Brannin
Emily N Brink
Pamela A Buchheit
Dawn A Buchler
Nancy A Burr
Shannon Kelly Danley
Jill Ann Dello Stritto
Ryan I DeShon
Angela Marie Diecker
Michelle A Dieperink
Laura Michele Efta
Janey M EisgeryFarber
Kristen M Friedel
Jerod I Gayer
Deepa Goela
Colleen A Goodspeed
Bethany E Gradert
Lori J Green
Rebecca C Hamill
Jill A Hancock
Hilary Kay Harris
Joseph W Harszy
Niraj Dhansukh Hazari
Janelle A Henson
Kris Lynn Hyten
Elizabeth A Kendrick
Margaret Rebecca Kissel
Erica J Klausner
Heather Elizabeth Klein
Kimberly M Koerner
Karen M Krochna
Jacqueline Anne LaMear
Rebecca L Leahy
Carolyn R Lee
Heather Marie Leslie
Michael David Lewis
Sarah Parker Lewis
Jeremy James Lippold
Jill Ann Lohmann
Dana Barrett Magee
Cary Gene Malone
Joel D Mason
Daniel Preston Mathers
Amy Lynn McKee
Paul Larry Melness
Hiro Murakami
Jennifer Kaye Neumann
Aimee Kathleen Newburry
Linda Marie Paulsen
Derek Ryan Pequette
Kristen E Pettijohn
Jennifer Erin Raskas
Tansy Kristel Ridgway

Egin Rachel Sam
Sarah Ann Sawicki
Jayne Maureen Scanlan
Mark Fay Schae
Lori Tapley Schreck
Natalie K Schulz
Stephanie Ann Schuricht
Jennifer Rae Segerstrom
Tonya Yvette Stander
Brook A Sullivan
Michael Lance Vandervort
Jamie Lynn Walters
Joseph Abraham Weiss
Anne Catherine Weller
Anne Ruth Wilcox
Susan Lowell Wyman
August 13, 1999
Valerie Elizabeth Kelly
Katrina Shaun Maluf

MASTER OF PSYCHIATRIC EPIDEMIOLOGY
May 19, 2000
Tara Lynn McLaughlin
Deborah I Phelps
August 13, 1999
Amy Kristen Heffelfinger
Kathryn M Rourke

DOCTOR OF MEDICINE
May 19, 2000
Armand Matheny Antommaria
*Ronald Jay Benveniste
Lawrence David Berett
Daniel Ralph Berg
*Rajiv Sahai Bhatnagar
Daniel Leroy Bohl
Florence Tanya Bourgeois
Cara Boyles Doughty
Peter Richard Brookmeyer
George Thomas Calvert
Gretchen Ann Champion
Ben Wayuan Chang
*Teresa Chapman
Grace Peiwen Chen
Vincent Yingsheng Chen
Daniel Chang Cho
Mark Dominic Corriere
Terri Lois Cummings
*Suzanne Rachel Dawid
Carolyn Anne Delaney
Bimal Ramesh Desai
Emily Burke Diskin
Andelka Djordjevic
Alan Wayne Dow III
Jennifer Martens Dunn
Mark William Elovega
Daalon B Ecchols
Ramsey Ann Ellis
Steven Louis Fabian
Brady Jess Feliz
Kristin Michelle Foley

Christina Michelle Fong
Natalie Logan Fowler
*Emily Marg Garabedian
Elizabeth Kirol Moore Gross
*Shahin Hakimian
Eyad Michael Hanna
David Hannahall
Marc Erik Herant
Catherine A Hermann
Matthew Walter Hill
Derek Weldon Holland
Rebecca Brooks Hoover
Andrew Lloyd Peerce Houseman
Monica Louise Hubert
Patsa Hungspeugs
Ali Junaid Husain
Jason Sanford Jacob
Michelle Middleton Johnson
Sarah Christine Jost
Joe Kimura
Daniel Joseph Kinzie
Nita Shrikant Kulkarni
*Robin Ann Kundra
Scott Patrick Leary
Joseph Paul Lee
David Henry Lehman
Renee Li
Heather Meredith MacLennan
Kelly Woods Mercer
*Dena Marie Manning
Josh Boontord Moosiskaswan
Margaret Mary Mueller
Chayim Y Newmark
Matthew Henry Nissinger
*Dost Onogu
Moyosore Kikelomo Onifade
Sandra Chaeyoung Paek
Christopher R Pavlovic
Michael Whitney Peelle
Clare Alexandra Pipkin
*John Robert Pruett, Jr.
*David Alan Randolph
Paula Kay Raybuck
Nathan Bath Reader
Mark David Replog
Kyung-Hwa Rhee
Alix Leslie Rosenberg
Ann-Marie Mercedes Rosland
Maromi Klara Sakurai
Gregory James Sanders
Cynthia Veronica Santillan
*Evan Theodore Saulino
Nadin Singh Sawhney
Heather Ann Sharp
David Chun-Ming Shih
Marianne Tien-Ju Shih
Jeffrey Philip Simons
Marna Racene Smith
*Gabriel Enrique Soto
Paul Timothy Staveteig
Jennifer Taniguchi
Laura Jean Thomas

*Indicates combined degree
*Timothy Michael Trask
*James Wesley Verbsky
Chloe Anne Wagner
Erik Allen Wallace
Shih Jack Wei
Heidi Weilbach
Paul William White
*Matthew Joseph Wolf
Cecil Gordon Wood III
Albert J Yoo
June 9, 1999
Thomas W Sedlak, Jr.

*Indicates combined degree
PRIZES, AWARDS AND HONORS

Ethan A.H. Shepley Award
In recognition of leadership, scholarship, and service to the University Community.
Stephanie L Baker
Walter Wai-Yip Chan
Cheryl P Ekkebus
Daniel In Hwang
John Robert Kindschuh
Rupal Naran Lakhani
Larissa Malmstadt
Joel Patrick Schroeder
Kurt A Summers, Jr.

W. Alfred Hayes Award
In recognition of student-athletes who by personal example have provided constructive leadership at Washington University.
Bryan Michael Cronin
Michael J Gallo
Timothy Joseph Julien
Brielle R Killip
Erin Terese Stafford

Gwendolyn Drew Award
In recognition of students with superior academic standing who have contributed positively to varsity athletics.
Alia Marie Fischer
Brian D Sivitz

THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES AND THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Nastaran Ahmadi
Margaret Ewing Prize for Acting

Bradley Atwell
Edward Welnin Award for Excellence in the Study of Ancient Studies

Jenny Austin
Delta Phi Delta (German Honorary Society)

Rachel E Bachmann
Achievement in German Prize
Delta Phi Delta (German Honorary Society)
Phi Beta Kappa

Emily A Barr
Phi Beta Kappa

Brady Patrick Baybeck
Graduate Dean’s Award for Teaching Excellence

Yael Berkovich
Phi Beta Kappa

Erica Blatt
Marian Smith Spector Prize in Biology
Phi Beta Kappa

Michael Patrick Bowley
Phi Beta Kappa

John E Brandt
Graduate Dean’s Award for Teaching Excellence

Windy Bunn
Outstanding Achievement in Natural Sciences in Environmental Studies

Jeffrey A Byers
Phi Beta Kappa

Matthew G Carlson
Phi Beta Kappa

Benjamin P Carter
Graduate Dean’s Award for Teaching Excellence

Benjamin J Chi
Phi Beta Kappa

Regina A Clemens
Phi Beta Kappa

William Collazo, Jr.
Graduate Dean’s Award for Teaching Excellence

James Andrew Crank
Herbert E. Metz Prize for Literary Criticism

Andrea M Detjen
Delta Phi Delta (German Honorary Society)

Elizabeth McVey Dolan
Outstanding Achievement in Social Sciences in Environmental Studies
Phi Beta Kappa

Susan Helen Ellison
John W. Bennett Prize to the Outstanding Graduate in Anthropology Award for Excellence in Anthropology
Phi Beta Kappa

Joseph Scott Farthing
Graduate Dean’s Award for Teaching Excellence

Rachel Kristen Fedje
Delta Phi Delta (German Honorary Society)
Phi Beta Kappa

Joni Elizabeth Forster
Delta Phi Delta (German Honorary Society)

Gavin Miles Foster
Graduate Dean’s Award for Teaching Excellence

Rachel L Fowler
Phi Beta Kappa

Steven Frappier
Prize for Excellence in Russian

Emily Elizabeth Fried
Award for Excellence in Anthropology
Phi Beta Kappa

Dana Friedman
John G. Jutkowitz Memorial Fund Prize in Performing Arts

Mark Aaron Friedman
Harrison Dalley Stalker Prize in Biology
Phi Beta Kappa

Carrie Lynn Glick
Phi Beta Kappa

Lesley C Grantham
Phi Beta Kappa

Lauren Niles Gray
The William H. Matheson Prize for Excellence in Comparative Literature

Itai Gurari
Nishi Luthra Prize in Philosophy
Phi Beta Kappa
Osman Ahmad Handoo  
Phi Beta Kappa  

Wesley James Heath  
Phi Beta Kappa  

Kevin Kin-Man Ho  
Phi Beta Kappa  

Carrie N Hoff  
Phi Beta Kappa  

Christopher M Hunzeker  
Phi Beta Kappa  

Ann Alexandra Huse  
Graduate Dean’s Award for Teaching Excellence  

Sae-Hee Hwang  
David Bronsen Prize (German)  
Delta Phi Delta (German Honorary Society)  

Steven Craig Jackson, Jr.  
Phi Beta Kappa  

Ronald R Jackups, Jr.  
Eugene Tavenner Prize for Excellence in Classics  
Phi Beta Kappa  

Matthew Allen Jagger  
William Benton Parshall Prize in Political Science  

Kristen Johnson  
Award for Contributions to Anthropology  

Daniel Johnston  
Putnam Prize in Mathematics  

Ellen Rice Ketels  
Herbert E. Metz Prize for Literary Criticism  

John Robert Kindschuh  
Phi Beta Kappa  

Brett Allen Kingsbury  
Phi Beta Kappa  

Brooke Tracy Kleinman  
Margaret Ewing Prize for Acting  

Peter Hartnell Lampe  
Graduate Dean’s Award for Teaching Excellence  

Daniel Mark Larson  
Phi Beta Kappa  

Kathleen M Laslo  
Phi Beta Kappa  

Man-Chin Jeffrey Lau  
John A. Stern Award for Undergraduate Research in Psychology  
Phi Beta Kappa  

James R Lawrence  
Steven S. Schwarzchild Prize in Philosophy  
Phi Beta Kappa  

Marcus Rogers Leab  
Stephen H. Duncan Prize in Technical Theatre  

Sylvia I-Hua Lin  
Phi Beta Kappa  

Kathleen Marie Llewellyn  
Graduate Dean’s Award for Teaching Excellence  

Michelle Suzanne Lorenzini  
Graduate Dean’s Award for Teaching Excellence  

Daiying Lu  
Phi Beta Kappa  

Michael D Lynch  
Award for Excellence in Anthropology  
Phi Beta Kappa  

Eric William Macaux  
Hyman Meitzer Memorial Award for Undergraduate Research in Psychology  
Phi Beta Kappa  

Christopher Maletz  
Delta Phi Delta (German Honorary Society)  
Phi Beta Kappa  

Kristin Elinor Meade  
Phi Beta Kappa  

Sigrid Birgitta Melander  
Award for Excellence in Anthropology  
Phi Beta Kappa  

Joanne M Miller  
Phi Beta Kappa  

David Lee Moench  
Delta Phi Delta (German Honorary Society)  

Derek Moffitt  
Pi Mu Epsilon and Ross Middlemiss Prize in Mathematics  
Phi Beta Kappa  

Charlotte Beth Moody  
Award for Excellence in Anthropology  

Amy Jerusha Nicodemus  
Award for Contributions to Anthropology  

Corey William Parson  
Phi Beta Kappa  

Katharine E Parsons  
Graduate Dean’s Award for Teaching Excellence  

Sheena E Perez  
Liselotte Dieckmann Prize for Excellence in Comparative Literature  

Tracie Nguyen Pham  
Phi Beta Kappa  

Joshua Michael Polanski  
Award for Excellence in Anthropology  

William Campbell Putnam  
Graduate Dean’s Award for Teaching Excellence  

Douglas Edward Ramsey  
Marian Smith Specter Prize in Biology  
Delta Phi Delta (German Honorary Society)  

Meenakshi Rao  
Marian Smith Specter Prize in Biology  
Phi Beta Kappa  

David Christopher Reid  
Phi Beta Kappa  

David J Rentz  
Phi Beta Kappa  

Jonathan Alan Rosenberg  
Award for Excellence in Anthropology  

Eric Rosenstock  
Percy Tucker Fellow in Economics  

Mandee Susan Rosenthal  
Antoinette Frances Dames Award in Political Science for Outstanding Senior Honors Thesis  

Taryn Elizabeth Ross  
Phi Beta Kappa  

Jill Marie Sanko  
Arnold J. Lien Prize for the Outstanding Graduating Senior in Political Science  

Kimberly A Schaefer  
Award for Outstanding Leadership in Anthropology  
Award for Excellence in Anthropology  
Award for Service in Anthropology  

David F Schneider  
Phi Beta Kappa  

Camilla R Schofield  
J. Walter Goldstein Prize in History  
Phi Beta Kappa
Scott Schweikart  
Delta Phi Delta (German Honorary Society)

Todd Seigel  
Delta Phi Delta (German Honorary Society)

Amy Christine Senneke  
Phi Beta Kappa

Deborah L Shair  
Graduate Dean's Award for Teaching Excellence

Elizabeth Lome Shanin  
Phi Beta Kappa

Peter Shawk  
Phi Beta Kappa

Jing Shen  
Graduate Dean's Award for Teaching Excellence

Daun Snyder  
Antoinette Frances Dames Award

Daniel Robert Sucherman  
Phi Beta Kappa

Christie Joy Summerville  
Antoinette Frances Dames Award

Ting Yin Tao  
Phi Beta Kappa

Chi-Wang Te  
John M. Olin Prize of Excellence in Economics

Abigail Rebecca Teisch  
Phi Beta Kappa

Jennifer M Torpey  
Phi Beta Kappa

Adrienne M Tranel  
Award for Excellence in Anthropology

Daniel Chen Tu  
John C. Sowden Prize in Chemistry

Andrew Thomas Turk  
Phi Beta Kappa

Jenny Chia Wang  
Award for Excellence in Anthropology

Anton Edward Weissstein  
Graduate Dean's Award for Teaching Excellence

Rachel Beth Wells  
Phi Beta Kappa

Cynthia Nadine Westerbeck  
Graduate Dean's Award for Teaching Excellence

Laura Marie Westhoff  
Graduate Dean's Award for Teaching Excellence

Jonathan W Wisdom  
Delta Phi Delta (German Honorary Society)

Chung Alex Wong  
Phi Beta Kappa

Jennifer Lynn Worth  
Graduate Dean's Award for Teaching Excellence

Katherine McCoy Young  
Award for Excellence in Anthropology

John W. Bennett Prize to the Outstanding Graduate in Anthropology

Phi Beta Kappa

Margaret Katie Yu  
Outstanding Overall Academic Achievement in Environmental Studies

Phi Beta Kappa

Megan Yuhas  
Paul and Silvia Rava Prize for Excellence in Italian Studies

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE  
Brandon A Granai  
Dean's Award for Academic Excellence

John Joseph Walsh  
Delta Phi Delta (German Honorary Society)

Final Honors  
Lori Ann Barron  
Mark O Evans  
Brandon A Granai  
David W Hofmann  
Venus Marie Lay  
Lizbeth Pruitt  
Charles Hamilton Saul  
Carol A Wildrick

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE  
HONORS AND AWARDS  
Jeannette Maureen Abbott  
The School of Engineering and Applied Science Dean’s Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement  
The Civil Engineering Departmental Special Recognition for Outstanding Undergraduate Achievement  
The Civil Engineering Departmental Saint Louis Section, ASCE (American Society of Civil Engineers) Outstanding Student Award  
The Civil Engineering Departmental Senior Class Award for Academic Excellence  
The Civil Engineering Departmental Junior Class Award for Academic Excellence  
The Civil Engineering Departmental Sophomore Class Award for Academic Excellence  
The Engineering and Policy Departmental Award of Merit for Technical Communication  
The Alexander S. Langsdorf Fellowship  
Anne Marie Albanese  
The Engineering and Policy Departmental Award of Merit for Technical Communication  
The Alexander S. Langsdorf Fellowship  
Delta Phi Delta (German Honorary Society) Achievement in German Prize  
Scott C Alecci  
The Robert L. and Lynda Cox Scholarship  
The Ruth and Gilbert Early Scholarship  
Brian Lloyd Alexander  
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene W. Lohman Scholarship  
The Golden Key National Honor Society - National Honor Society for Scholastic Achievement and Excellence for Juniors and Seniors  
Joseph Benjamin Altepeter  
The George W. F. and Martha Russell Myers Scholarship  
Keyur Harish Amin  
The Tom and Rose Marie Pashos Scholarship  
Muhammad Uzair Ansari  
The Procter and Gamble Chemical Engineering Scholarship  
Nathan William Barger  
The Subsurface Constructors Incorporated Scholarship  
Daniel K Blandford  
The School of Engineering and Applied Science Dean's Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement  
The Computer Science Departmental Faculty Award
The Computer Science Departmental STS Technologies Award
The Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholars
The Calvin M. Woodward Fellowship
Aaron Randall Bowden
The Lewis T. Hardy Scholarship
E Genevieve Braatz
The Elmer W. Lueckerath Scholarship
Michael S Bristol
The Millie and Harold Guller Scholarship
Nicholas Vaughn Burkhardt
The I.E. and Goldie G. Millstone Scholarship
Joshua G Castle
The Golden Key National Honor Society – National Honor Society for Scholastic Achievement and Excellence for Juniors and Seniors
Walter Wai-Yip Chan
The Golden Key National Honor Society – National Honor Society for Scholastic Achievement and Excellence for Juniors and Seniors
The Dean’s Honorary Scholarship
The Lowry Enterprises Engineering Scholarship
Cynthia Shan Wan Chew
The Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Outstanding Senior Award
The Chemical Engineering Departmental Procter and Gamble Senior Scholar Award
The Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Outstanding Junior Award
The Engineering and Policy Departmental Award of Merit for Technical Communication
Amanda Lee Chowning
The Eugene P. Hawkins Memorial Scholarship
The Elizabeth Gray Danforth Scholarship
Su Jin Collier
The Stifel Jens Scholarship
Christina Noel Colon
The Michael and Jean Franke Scholarship
Dave W Cook
The Chemical Engineering Departmental Dual Degree Award in Chemical Engineering
The Barrett L. and Norma C. Scallet Endowed Scholarship
Katherine Ann Culligan
The School of Engineering and Applied Science Dual Degree Engineering Award for Outstanding Senior
The Civil Engineering Departmental Senior Class Award for Academic Excellence
The McDonnell Douglas Scholarship
Margo Jean Danekas
The Jordan Family Scholarship
Jessica Lou DeShaw
The Class of 1985 Scholarship
Phillip DiCorpo
The Adeline and Erwin Branahl Scholarship
Joseph Raymond Dimanlig
The Herman T. and Phenic R. Pott Scholarship
The Pollock Family Scholarship
Brian Paul Drab
The Mechanical Engineering Departmental Gustav R. Mesmer Academic Achievement Award
The Mechanical Engineering Departmental Joseph Razek Prize
The Calvin M. Woodward Fellowship
Thurtene – The Leadership Honorary for Juniors
Nenad Drca
The Mr. and Mrs. Eugene W. Lohman Scholarship
Cheryl P Ekkebus
The Systems Science and Mathematics Boeing Undergraduate Excellence Award
The Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Professional Achievement Award
The Golden Key National Honor Society – National Honor Society for Scholastic Achievement and Excellence for Juniors and Seniors
The Biomedical Departmental Senior Class Award for Academic Excellence
Mortar Board – National Honor Society for Seniors
The Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholars
The Alexander S. Langsdorf Fellowship
Arthur Robert Ellis
The Electrical Engineering Departmental Distinguished Service Award
The Mr. and Mrs. Eugene W. Lohman Scholarship
Yucel M Erbiligic
The Julius and Martin Bugnitz Memorial Scholarship
Tucker Lawrence Evans
The Elmer W. Lueckerath Scholarship
Frederick D Felder III
The Francis F. Ahmann Memorial Scholarship
Eric Otto Filipi
The I.E. and Goldie G. Millstone Scholarship
Theresa Fritiani
The Chandysson Electrical Company Scholarship
Daniel Maxwell Folmar
The Civil Engineering Departmental Missouri Chapter American Concrete Institute Undergraduate Student Award
The Civil Engineering Departmental ASCE Distinguished Student Award
Adam Frantz
The Robert C. Kane Scholarship
Daniel Robert Getz
The G. Murray and Wilda Coffey Scholarship
Jason Ginchereau
The Computer Science Departmental St. Jude Medical Award
The William R. Benson Memorial Scholarship
The Calvin M. Woodward Fellowship
Sheilah Beth Gleason
The School of Engineering and Applied Science James E. Allison Economics Prize
The Systems Science and Mathematics Award for Outstanding Junior
Jonathon D Haack
The Louis and Freddie Sauer Scholarship
Joshua Brink Hallsten
The Robert W. Otto Scholarship
The Thomas C. Dunne Scholarship
Daniel In Hwang
The Joseph Puleo Memorial Scholarship
Jonathan A M Ishikawa
The Mechanical Engineering Departmental American Society of Mechanical Engineers Outstanding Member Award
Eri L Joerdig
The Herbert H. Howell Memorial Scholarship

Daniel Charles Johnson
The Rose and Joseph Foster Scholarship

Caroline Rose Jones
The Eugene G. Monnig, Jr. Scholarship
The Adele A. Dunne Scholarship

Jason Jeffrey Jones
The Golden Key National Honor Society - National Honor Society for Scholastic Achievement and Excellence for Juniors and Seniors

Brian A Joseph
The Class of 1987 Scholarship
The Samuel C. and Rose C. Brasch Memorial Scholarship

Matthew J Joseph
The Bernard and Pearl M. Agruss Scholarship

Tina Christine Kearney
The Harrison Eiteljorg Scholarship
The Dean’s Honorary Scholarship

The Golden Key National Honor Society - National Honor Society for Scholastic Achievement and Excellence for Juniors and Seniors

Joshua Ethan Kim
The Eugene P. Hawkins Memorial Scholarship
The John Hamilton Rosebrough Scholarship

Kelly Jean King- Ellison
The Audrey and John Steinfeld Scholarship

James Eric Kline
The SEMCOR Endowed Scholarship

Kurt M Koenig
The Adeline and Erwin Branahl Scholarship
The Professor Gustav R. Mesmer Memorial Scholarship

Richard Louis Koerber
The Continuing Education Division Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement

Anthony Koo
The Computer Science Departmental Impact Technologies Award
The Elvera Stuckenber Scholarship

Lee Edward Krueger
The Mr. and Mrs. Eugene W. Lohman Scholarship

Jeffrey N Krumm
The Walter L. and Egon A. Siegerist Scholarship

Minh Tuan Lam
The William R. Stuckenber Memorial Scholarship
The Mortar Board – National Honorary for Seniors

Joachim Landes
The Mechanical Engineering Departmental ASME Scholarship

The Stephen F. and Camilla T. Brauer Scholarship

James Lydell Leonard, Jr.
The Ralph Bunche Scholar Award for Academic Achievement

The John B. Ervin Scholarship

Rebecca Ruth Lienhop
The Harold P. Brown Fellowship

Kirwei Lo
The Stanley and Carol Proctor Scholarship

Michael D Lynch
The Biomedical Departmental Senior Class Award for Academic Excellence
The Audrey and John Steinfeld Scholarship

Raul Emilio Martirnez
The Terry and Evelyn Fuldner Scholarship

Joseph John McGill IV
The Computer Engineering Departmental Outstanding Senior Award
The Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholars
The Calvin M. Woodard Fellowship

Joshua D McLin
The Herman T. and Phenie R. Pott Scholarship
The Elvera Stuckenber Scholarship

Brian David Mesh
The Computer Science Departmental Chairman’s Award
The Golden Key National Honor Society - National Honor Society for Scholastic Achievement and Excellence for Juniors and Seniors

Jonathan Alexander Mettes
The Golden Key National Honor Society - National Honor Society for Scholastic Achievement and Excellence for Juniors and Seniors

John Francis Molnar
The Mechanical Engineering Departmental American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning Engineers Scholarship
The Eugene G. Monnig, Jr. Scholarship

Scott James Murschel
The I. E. and Goldie G. Millstone Scholarship

Joshua M Narrell
The Rose and Joseph Foster Scholarship

Isaac Mutiso Ngola
The Anne Marie and Christopher Chivetta Scholarship

Aimee D Norman
The Raymond W. Fahein Scholarship

Maura Eileen O’Connor
The Dean’s Honorary Scholarship

Dusten Littleden Olds
The Civil Engineering Departmental Senior Class Award for Academic Excellence

The Civil Engineering Departmental Concrete Council Scholarship
The Merle Henry Banta Scholarship
The Harold P. Brown Fellowship
The Golden Key National Honor Society - National Honor Society for Scholastic Achievement and Excellence for Juniors and Seniors

Nathan C Overboe
The Lucy and Stanley Lopata Scholarship

Cynthia Michelle Palmer
The Fred H. Pillsbury Scholarship
The George W. F. and Martha Russell Myers Scholarship

Todd A Palmer
The Ralph L. Cook Scholarship

Benjamin Stanley Paulson
The School of Engineering and Applied Science Dean’s Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement
The Physics Departmental Senior Prize Award
The Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholars

The Warren M. Jolley Scholarship
The Golden Key National Honor Society - National Honor Society for Scholastic Achievement and Excellence for Juniors and Seniors
Bryan Douglas Payne
The Elvera Struckenberk Memorial Scholarship
Mortar Board - National Honorary for Seniors

Bryan Arthur Pendleton
The Laura and William Jens Memorial Scholarship

Michael David Perlmutter
The Computer Science Departmental Emerson Electric
Company Award
The Golden Key National Honor Society - National Honor
Society for Scholastic Achievement and Excellence for
Juniors and Seniors
The George W. F and Martha Russell Myers Scholarship

Richard A Pfautch, Jr.
The Continuing Education Division Award for Outstanding
Professional Development

Glen L Pine
The Bernice Serenco Chod Memorial Scholarship
Mortar Board - National Honorary for Seniors
The Golden Key National Honor Society - National Honor
Society for Scholastic Achievement and Excellence for
Juniors and Seniors

Douglas John Prindle
The Frank E. Dolson Memorial Scholarship Fund
The Dean's Honorary Scholarship

Meghan Elizabeth Quinn
The Chemical Engineering Departmental Stanley I. Proctor
Award for Service to the Department

Cosette Ann Reeves
The Norman J. Strupp Memorial Scholarship

Joanna Marie Reich
The Mechanical Engineering Departmental Linda Kral
Memorial AIAA Aerospace Prize
The Harold P. Brown Fellowship

Hara Leslye Reiner
The Herman T. and Phenie R. Pott Scholarship
Lock And Chain - Leadership Honorary for Sophomores

Jon Michael Ritzenthaler
The Chemical Engineering Departmental Boeing
Undergraduate Excellence Award
The Bill and Bonnie Patient Scholarship

Yogi Rivano
Mr. and Mrs. Nicolas Georgitsis Scholarship

Shalin Ulhas Sanjanwala
The Ralph L. Cook Scholarship

Jennifer Ann Schleder
The Lucile N. Bodine Memorial Scholarship

David S Schlossberg
The Wayne M. Park Memorial Scholarship

Brian James Schwartz
The Harold P Brown Fellowship

Charles B Schweizer
The Computer Science Departmental Lucent Technologies
Award
The Computer Engineering Departmental Outstanding
Junior Award
The Computer Science Departmental GTE Internetworking
BBN Technologies Award

Jonathan R Scott
The Computer Science Departmental Emerson Electric
Company Award
The William Henry Abbott Memorial Scholarship

Michael J Sergeant
The Raymond R. Tucker Memorial Scholarship

Gena Rosalee Sheller
The School of Engineering and Applied Science Dean's
Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement
The Biomedical Departmental Academic Award For
Outstanding Senior
The Engineering and Policy Departmental Award of
Excellence for Technical Communication
The Florence W. Moe Memorial Scholarship
The Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive
Scholars
The Golden Key National Honor Society - National Honor
Society for Scholastic Achievement and Excellence for
Juniors and Seniors

Sylas Darrin Shumaker
The Class of 1995 Scholarship

Brian D Sivitz
The Computer Science Departmental Microsoft
Corporation Award
The Computer Science Departmental GTE
Internetworking/BBN Technologies Award

Benjamin Campbell Steinhaus
The Class of 1985 Scholarship

Lisa M Steinhoff
The I. E. and Goldie G. Millstone Scholarship

Matthew D. Strecker
The Dean's Honorary Scholarship
The Golden Key National Honor Society - National Honor
Society for Scholastic Achievement and Excellence for
Juniors and Seniors

Dane Summers
The I. E. and Goldie G. Millstone Scholarship

Gesara C Supattanasiri
The Lester M. Abbott Memorial Scholarship

Tamuliria Shantali Sykes
The McDonnell Douglas Scholarship
The Procter and Gamble Chemical Engineering Scholarship

Paula Kim Taylor
The Procter and Gamble Chemical Engineering Scholarship

Jerry Y Tzong
The Frances E. Ahmann Memorial Scholarship

Richard B Unger
The Computer Science Departmental Silicon Graphics
Award
The Alexander S. Landsdorf Fellowship

Jeffrey Michael Verthein
The I. E. and Goldie G. Millstone Scholarship

Jia-Yong Evan Wang
The Computer Engineering Departmental Award for Design
Excellence
The Golden Key National Honor Society - National Honor
Society for Scholastic Achievement and Excellence for
Juniors and Seniors

Jeremy Walter Whatley
The Lischer Fund Scholarship
The Frank Dziama Memorial Scholarship

Adair Weeks
Lock And Chair - Leadership Honorary for Sophomores

Stacia Weiner
The Stifel Jens Scholarship
Christine L West
The School of Engineering and Applied Science Dean’s Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement
The Computer Science Departmental Award for Academic Excellence
The Computer Science Departmental Chairman’s Award
The Computer Science Departmental Nortel Networks Award
The Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholars
The John J. Summersby Memorial Scholarship
Brian Thomas Whitehead
The Harold P. Brown Fellowship
Douglas C Wikle
The John and Charlotte Berra Scholarship
John Wilder
The Electrical Engineering Russell R. Pfeiffer Outstanding Junior Award
The Computer Engineering Departmental Outstanding Junior Award
The Esther and E. Harvey Barnett Scholarship
The Dean’s Honorary Scholarship
The Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholars
Carrie Ann Williams
The Harold and Dorothy Schneider Scholarship
Stanton Willins
The Rose and Joseph Foster Scholarship
Dana Leigh Willner
The School of Engineering and Applied Science Dean’s Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement
The Biomedical Engineering Academic Award for Outstanding Seniors
The Engineering and Policy Departmental Award of Merit for Technical Communication
The Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholars
The Clifford W. and Armarie B. Murphy Scholarship
John Knox Winn
The William M. Graves Scholarship
Sarah Elizabeth Wood
The Senne, Kelsey and Associates Scholarship
The Golden Key National Honor Society – National Honor Society for Scholastic Achievement and Excellence for Juniors and Seniors
Trishana Woodard
The Laura and William Jens Memorial Scholarship
Michael Glenn Wrighton
The School of Engineering and Applied Science Dean’s Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement
The Computer Engineering Departmental Outstanding Senior Award
The Antoinette Frances Dames Award for Productive Scholars
The Calvin M. Woodard Fellowship
Bo Xu
The Systems Science and Mathematics SIAM Professional Society Achievement Award
The Helena and Harold Law Scholarship
Hao Zheng
Robert L. Johnston Scholarship in Engineering

Steven Alan Zimmerman
The Arthur Shurig Memorial Scholarship
The Mr. and Mrs. Eugene W. Lohman Scholarship

Final Honors for the Division of Continuing Education
Kevin Lee Cross
Susan B Elder
Robert Joseph Fagerberg
James Eric Ford
Joseph William Hoffman
Janet Lee Kingston
Richard Louis Koerber
Patricia Anne Martin
Kimberly Kay Murphy
Arlene Zamora Pagoria
Richard A Pfautch, Jr.
Marty J Pruden
Terence M Sommerville
Jean Spezia
Nancy J Tuffli

Alpha Sigma Lambda
(Honor Society for the Division of Continuing Education)
Kevin Lee Cross
Susan B Elder
Robert Joseph Fagerberg
James Eric Ford
Joseph William Hoffman
Janet Lee Kingston
Michael H Knobbe
Richard Louis Koerber
Patricia Anne Martin
Kimberly Kay Murphy
Arlene Zamora Pagoria
David B Patty
Richard A Pfautch, Jr.
Marty J Pruden
Terence M Sommerville
Jean Spezia
Nancy J Tuffli

THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
Jenette Paula Alie
Trivers Associates Scholarship
Balazs H Bognar
Faculty Award
Fitzgibbon Scholarship
Frederick Widmann Prize in Architecture
Phi Beta Kappa
Steven Lemar Bronston
Arthur M. Abrams Scholarship
Heather E Frericks
Thurston C. Ely Architectural Scholarship
Neena Gupta
Mary Lou Martin Drosten and Fred W. Drosten Scholarship
Karl Andrew Gustafson
Jerome J. and Suzanne M. Sincoff Scholarship
James Walter Fitzgibbon Competition First Prize Winner
Steedman II Competition 2000 Winner
David Andrew Haner
Robert L. Johnston Scholarship
(Sponsored by Dr. & Mrs. David Habif, Jr.)

Leif N Hauser
AIA/Kassabaum Scholarship
Danforth Scholars Program
Henges Interiors Scholarship

Christian Hogue
William B. K. and Helen Watkins Memorial Scholarship

Elicia A Keebler
Philip Richardson Shepley Memorial Scholarship

Colin A Koop
Faculty Award
Hugh Ferriss Award for Architectural Drawing

Arjun H Mande
Evelyn Webb Scholarship
Hugh Ferriss Award for Architectural Drawing
William Tao Prize

Xi Meng
Steedman II Competition 2000 Alternate

Mollie Ann McGowan
George E. Kassabaum Scholarship

Sarah Rose Nurmelia
Philip Richardson Shepley Memorial Scholarship

Robin Elizabeth Rick
Jule A. and Hazel Schweig Scholarship

Christopher M Sensenig
James Walter Fitzgibbon Competition Second Prize Winner

Gauri Ramanlal Shah
James Walter Fitzgibbon Competition Third Prize Winner

Bradley Robert Shanks
Joseph R. Passonneau Scholarship
American Institute of Architects Medal

Asayo Shioiri
Hellmuth, Obata and Kassabaum Scholarship

Ashwin H Toney
American Institute of Architects Certificate of Merit
Constantine E. Michaelides Scholarship

Holly Marie Williams
Edward Hubbard Pelton Scholarship

David Wolff
William A. Bernoudy Scholarship

Christina L Yaron
Betty Lou Custer Award
James Walter Fitzgibbon Competition Second Prize Winner

Millstone Family Scholarships
Michael Thomas Antkowiak
Timothy John Bosche
Ian Chen
Kristin M Donour
Alicia Maria DiBenedetto
Sandra Hasse
Chi-Wen Louise Hung
Nishit Deven Kohari
Gauri Ramanlal Shah
James Michael Thomack
Laura Beth Wilson

Master of Architecture with Honor
Aref Al-Shehri
Timothy John Bosche
Li Chun Jonathan Cheung
Michelle Renee Ernst
Karl Andrew Gustafson
Sandra Hasse
Leif N Hauser
Christian Hogue
Sen Hsiao
Fabian A Llonch
Arjun H Mande
Mollie Ann McGowan
Monica Kirstin Moore
William Thomas Carpenter Neale
Douglas Price Oldham
Mary Anne Phillips
Gauri Ramanlal Shah
Bradley Robert Shanks
Asayo Shioiri
Ashwin H Toney
Richard Yao-Ming Tsai
Holly Marie Williams
Laura Beth Wilson
David Wolff
Tomislav Zigo

Master of Architecture and Urban Design with Honor
J Christopher Gonzales
Paul Christopher Hubbard
Mara Christina Minarik

THE JOHN M. OLIN SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Mark W Adams
David L Tandy Award in Business Ethics

Richard Joseph Alt II
Milford Bohm Prize in Marketing

Lori A Auxier
Financial Executives Institute Award

Patrick Joseph Carroll II
Dean's Special Service Award

Lee Van Clark
Paul Cuffe MBA Award for Outstanding Leadership

John Wayne Latchum Memorial Award

Hubert C. Moog Prize

Jeremy R Degenhart
Delta Sigma Pi Scholarship Key

Keng Fong Fok
Powell Niland Prize

Jennifer Gundrum
Arthur M. Seltzer Accounting Award

Brooke Hampshire
Delta Phi Delta (German Honorary Society)

Paul Highfield Hunter
Dean's Special Service Award

Anna Jan
Delta Phi Delta (German Honorary Society)

Brian Katz
International Business Student Award

John Robert Kindschuh
Joseph W. Towle Prize
Elaine Marie Robl  
Undergraduate Marketing Award

Timothy J Runnalls  
Outstanding Student Athlete Award

Gilda Regina Z Santiago  
Powell Niland Prize

Thomas Leonhard Schmid  
Delta Phi Delta (German Honorary Society)

Debra Michelle Schultz  
Dean's Special Service Award

Kay Roh Memorial Award

Susan L Sontz  
International Business Student Award

Kurt A Summers, Jr.  
Loeb Prize in Leadership

Eddy Samuel Vataru  
Wall Street Journal Award

Robert Charles Zaegel  
David L. Tandy Award in Business Ethics

Knight Scholars  
(MBA)
Richard Joseph Alt II  
Ellen Beckmann  
Steven August Busch  
Elizabeth Brandon C DeLaMater  
Thomas Paul Elder  
Jon Evans Fowler  
Karin Margaret Hagaman  
Mark Mason Mihalevich  
Sara Pfitzinger  
Edward O Roulard  
Weibai Zhao

(PMBA)  
Shilpa Abhyankar  
Kent F Custer  
Edward Joseph Dillon III  
Kevin L Handley  
Robert K Kimes  
John T McCutcheon III  
Julie Louise McMurry  
Harry Scott Morgan  
Eric Collin Strand  
Michael Rush Williams

Honors in Management  
Lori A Auxier  
Danielle Bateman  
Martin Nicholas Beally  
Anatoliy Belaygorod  
Daniel J Bender  
Michael Raymond Bergman  
Michael J Covey  
Jeremy R Degenhart  
Seth Freiden  
Jennifer Gundrum  
Eric David Huls  
Anna Jan  
Lauren Eve Juster  
Adam Levin  
Elizabeth A Lynch  
Mitchell F Moss  
Jeremy Scott Skrezyna  
Kurt A Summers, Jr.  
Laura Danielle Wolf  
Tan Tan Wong  
Lindsey Paige Wurzel  
Suan Wei Yeo

Beta Gamma Sigma Initiates  
(BSBA)  
Morgan Gale Aronson  
Lori A Auxier  
Daniel J Bender  
Michael Raymond Bergman  
Mark Leonard Bonk  
Andrew James Cullinane  
Adam J Davis  
Jeremy R Degenhart  
Eric David Huls  
Lauren Eve Juster  
John Robert Kindschuh  
Brett Allen Kingsbury  
Jeffrey Adam Lash  
Gordon Daniel Liss  
Jayne Kristen Morgan  
Mitchell F Moss  
Alisa Christina Pira  
Elaine Marie Robl  
Meghan Peck Sullivan  
Laura Danielle Wolf  
Tan Tan Wong  
Suan Wei Yeo  
Blake E Young

(MBA)  
Richard Joseph Alt II  
Carlos E Anzola  
Ellen Beckmann  
Adwait Anil Bhagwat  
Jennifer Graeser Bierling  
Kirk Donald Briden  
Steven August Busch  
Edward William Cantwell  
Brian Glenn Carlson  
Kent F Custer  
Jason Todd Daugherty  
Christopher Davenport  
Gene E DeJackome  
Elizabeth Brandon C DeLaMater  
Edward Joseph Dillon III  
Sean Terence Donlin  
Michael D Early, Jr.  
Christopher Frederick Effer  
Thomas Paul Elder  
Peter Thomas Farrell  
Jon Evans Fowler  
Karen Suzanne Goldsmith  
Robin Dalton Goodwin  
Jerry D Goolsby  
Michael Richard Grimm  
Karin Margaret Hagaman  
Richard B Hanes, Jr.
Jeffrey William Jarchow  
Scott Alan Jenkins  
Thomas John Joyce  
Robert K Kimes  
Gwendolyn S Kopsie  
Allan J Kressig  
Shen Lu  
Michael E McBride  
Julie Louise McMurry  
Mark Mason Mihailevich  
Ann Montgomery  
Christopher Adam Moore  
Juan Carlos Moreno  
Harry Scott Morgan  
Brian Parker  
Sara Pitzinger  
William R Reins  
Adam Alexander Riddle  
Allon Kenneth Rodin  
Edward O Roulard  
Donald Sallee  
Suzanne Elizabeth Shaw  
Ramesh Shettigar  
Dennis N Shirokov  
Gerald Patrick Simone  
Michael Paul Valzania  
Stephen Waltman  
Michael Rush Williams  

(EM3)  
Mark Allen Jones  
Patricia Meyer Korando  

THE SCHOOL OF ART  
Rebecca Atkinson  
Belle Cramer Printmaking Award  
Cheree Elizabeth Berry  
Charles Harmon Memorial Award in Graphic Design  
Laura Beth Cantrell  
Julia Mary and Charlotte Elizabeth Secor Award in Fashion Design  

Oriana M Fox  
Tanasko Milovich Award in Painting  
Jeremy Cain Gilley  
Mary Cowan Harford Award in Watercolor  
Rebecca Diane Goldstein  
Jayne Ball Rousseau Memorial Prize in Graphic Communications  
Jessica Paige Harkey  
Anne Fuller Dillon Prize in Graphic Communications  
Anthony Hatzidakis  
Morris M. Horwitz Award in Photography  
Hilary Faith Hook  
Edmund H. Wuerpel Award in Core  
Brielle R Killip  
Charles Harmon Memorial Award in Graphic Communications  
Sarah Aliza Kreiger  
Edmund H. Wuerpel Award in Core  
Amanda Marie Mann  
Tanasko Milovich Award in Painting  

Anna Karin Mein  
Edmund H. Wuerpel Award in Core  
Andrew Scott Paluba  
Julia Mary and Charlotte Elizabeth Secor Award in Fashion Design  
Alison Patricia Sauter  
Edmund H. Wuerpel Award in Core  
Shannon L Schauer  
Siroky Prize in Ceramics  
Stephanie Ellis Schlaifer  
Julia Mary and Charlotte Elizabeth Secor Award in Sculpture  
Valerie Beth Wallace  
Edmund H. Wuerpel Award in Printmaking  

GEORGE WARREN BROWN SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK  
Nasser Al-oud  
IMAM Sand University  
Rachel Marie Barnwell  
Bettie Schroth Johnson Scholarship in Social Service Management  
Felicia Bartow  
Dean’s Scholarship  
Lee Ames Bascom  
Amy L. Van Hooser Scholarship  
Marissa Gayle Berkow  
Florence Kelley Scholarship  
Stanley and Janet Harris Community Enrichment Foundation Scholarship  
Alice Boateng  
International Peace Scholarship  
Sarah Boeker  
Albert Schweitzer Scholarship  
Keith A Borders  
JCCA Trustees Scholarship  
Jewell F Brazelton  
Harriet Tubman Scholarship  
Kenneth J Breniman  
Dean’s Scholarship  
Jeffrey L Burdick  
Alva and Gunnar Myrdal Scholarship  
Necia Leigh Chambliss  
George Wiley Scholarship  
Alina Olsen Chertkoff  
Roy Wilkins Scholarship  
Martha M Chick  
Dorothea Dix Scholarship  
Sun-Ha Choi  
Daniel Sanders Scholarship  
Ramona Marie Connors  
Kathryn M. Buder Scholarship for American Indians  
Rebecca Ruth Consul  
Julia Lathrop Scholarship  
Susan Michelle Cooper  
Barbara Jordan Scholarship  
Elizabeth Katherine Corman  
Harry Hopkins Scholarship  
Vonda Covington  
Joseph H. and Florence A. Roblee Foundation Scholarship  
Caroline Love Craig-Sawyer  
John F. and Mary A. Roatch Scholarship
Jennifer Crouse  
Roger Baldwin Scholarship

Stephanie Cryer  
Lillian Wald Scholarship

Amy Michelle Donaldson  
Mitchell Ginsberg Scholarship

Kristina Dowling  
Jane M. Hoey Scholarship

Dana Downs  
Rosa Parks Scholarship

Ivan G Doxtator  
Union Electric Scholarship

Tenencia Echols  
Martin Luther King, Jr. Scholarship

Daniele Annette Elland  
Sojourner Truth Scholarship

Nathan Levi Esquerra  
Kathryn M. Buder Scholarship

Mihaela Dorina Felecan  
Dalai Lama Scholarship

Danette Charisse Gillespie  
Bettic Schroth Johnson Scholarship in Social Service Management

Shelly Kay Gray  
Union Electric Scholarship

Sharon Grimmett-Jackson  
Martin Luther King, Jr. Scholarship

Jilienne Gunther  
Dr. Daniel F. and Carol Marcus Scholarship

Robert D Hackleman  
Project Upgrade Scholarship

Karin Margaret Hagaman  
Bettic Schroth Johnson Scholarship in Social Service Management

Christine Hammond  
Paula A. Nicolet Scholarship

Tracy Hammond-Kern  
Millstone Family Scholarship

Diana Marie Harris  
Myrtle Blanck Larson Memorial Scholarship in Health Care

Errin C Harris  
Myrtle Blanck Larson Memorial Scholarship in Health Care

Leslie Kay Hasche  
Wayne Vasey Scholarship

Laura Elizabeth Hayden  
Jane M. Hoey Scholarship

Kristen Hick Hilty  
Dorothy Day Scholarship

Jeremy S Hodess  
Walter P. and Grace H. Lantz Scholarship

Young Pyo Hong  
Stanley and Janet Harris Community Enrichment Scholarship

Amy Catherine Horne  
Mary Richmond Scholarship

Elizabeth Alder Jennings  
Alva and Gunnar Myrdal Scholarship

Leslie Ann Jones  
E. Franklin Frazier Scholarship

Erin Leigh Kilbaugh  
Merrydelle G. May Scholarship

Carrie A Kleiman  
Jane Addams Scholarship

Lauri Kravetz  
David Rabinovitz Scholarship

Allison Renee LaMont  
Bettic Schroth Johnson Scholarship in Social Service Management

Cynthia Larcom  
Wilbur Cohen Scholarship

Bethany Renee Lee  
Eleanor Roosevelt Scholarship

Shanching Leung  
Memorial Scholarship

Margaret Lombe  
Dr. Sun Yat Sen Scholarship

Joanne Longley  
Mahatma Gandhi Scholarship

Mary Lynch  
Mary Schulte Scholarship

Michelle Anne Manoguerra  
Saul Alinsky Scholarship

Leslie Paige McMahon  
Bettic Schroth Johnson Scholarship in Social Service Management

Deborah Mertlich  
Myrtle Blanck Larson Memorial Scholarship in Health Care

Allison Zidel Meyers  
Frank Bruno Scholarship

George Gerald Myers  
Whitney M. Young, Jr. Scholarship

Susan Neely-Barnes  
Thomas Hopkins Gallaudet Scholarship

Duy Dich Nguyen  
Faculty Scholarship

Kimberly Lynn Novy  
Helen Keller Scholarship

Seju Oh  
Leo Tolstoy Scholarship

Urmila J Panthi  
Dalai Lama Scholarship

Karen Rachel Pomerantz  
A. Phillip Randolph Scholarship

Amy Christine Puckett  
Thomas Hopkins Gallaudet Scholarship

Helen Yolanda Riddle  
Indian Health Service

Tamara Scott  
Project Upgrade Scholarship

Satsuki Linda Scoville  
Bettic Schroth Johnson Scholarship in Social Service Management

Suzanne Rae St Peter  
Alumni Scholarship

Michael Standing Soldier  
Kathryn M. Buder Scholarship for American Indians

Barbara Ann Sullivan  
Wayne Vasey Scholarship

Ruthann Marie Tocco  
Wilbur Cohen Scholarship

Rebecca Ashley Wallace  
Albert Schweitzer Scholarship
Barbara J Weber
Howard L. May Scholarship
Aida V Wells
Cesar Chavez Scholarship
Jennifer R Wheelehon
Millstone Family Scholarship
Jill Denise Wiggins
Frederick Douglass Scholarship
Damita Arlette Williams
Mary McLeod Bethune Scholarship
Lisa Susanne Williams
Lester B. Granger Scholarship
Julia Furr Wilson
Myrtle Blauk Larson Memorial Scholarship in Health Care
Anna C Wood
Booker T. Washington Scholarship
Man Fai Wu
Alumni Scholarship
Stephanie Zwillinger
Ralph and Muriel Pumphrey Scholarship
Shirlee Fink Kahn Award for Volunteer Service
to St. Louis Community
Jilienne Gunther

Dr. Clara Louise Meyers Outstanding
Practicum Awards
Felicia Bartow – Social Economic Development
Marissa Gayle Berkow – Mental Health
Sarah Boecker – Children, Youth and Families
Ramona Marie Connors – Individualized
Kristen Hicks Hilty – Gerontology
Allison Zidel Meyers – Health

THE SCHOOL OF LAW
Gregory Daniel Binns
The Order of the Coif
Lisa Hibbard Boero
The Order of the Coif
Ashlie Keener Brown
American Bar Association Section of Urban, State and Local
Government Law Prize, for State and Local Government
Anastasia Burgham
The Order of Barristers
David Allen Calhoun
Gary I. Boren Memorial Award
David S Casanove
Judge John W. Calhoun Trial Practice Award
Jennifer Jean Cays
Alumni Association Prize
The Order of the Coif
Brekenridge Scholarship Prize, First Prize
Joseph Kutten Prize in Bankruptcy
Rodney V Fahs
The Order of the Coif
Amy Beth Fearncombe
The Order of Barristers
Larry Elvis Gallamore III
Philip Gallop Award
David W Gearhart
The Order of the Coif
Charles Trobman Memorial Award

Claire Kathryn Gibson
The Order of the Coif
Joseph Kutten Prize in Insurance
Shelly Kay Gray
William M. Pomerantz Trial Prize
Shana Eden Greatman
The Order of Barristers
Andrew M Hansell
Jack Garden Humanitarian Award
Kurt M Hoffman
The Order of the Coif
Gabrielle Melissa Incz
Judge Amandus Brackman Moot Court Prize
Gregory W Jones
The Order of Barristers
Heather Leawoods
The Order of the Coif
Scribes
National Association of Women Lawyers Outstanding Law
Graduate Award
Association of Women Faculty Graduate Student Award
Phillip S Lupton
Christophine G. Mutharika International Law Prize
Rachel Yvonne Marsh
National Association for Public Interest Law Pro Bono and
Public Service Award
Jennifer D McKenna
The Order of Barristers
Carole Lynn McLaughlin
The Order of Barristers
Laura Renee McNee
Labor and Employment Law Association Achievement
Award
William M. Pomerantz Trial Prize
Shannon Renee Meares
Labor and Employment Law Association Achievement
Award
Michelle Sue Michelson
The Order of the Coif
Charles Wendell Carnahan Award
National Association of Women Lawyers Outstanding Law
Graduate Award
National Association for Public Intrest Law Pro Bono and
Public Service Award
Association of Women Faculty Graduate Student Award
Jared R Montgomery
Judge Samuel M. Brekenridge Practice Court Prize, Second Prize
Lisa R Norman
Dean’s Book Award
Erik Donald Ojala
Dean’s Book Award
Joshua Robert Pedelty
American Bar Association Section of Urban, State and Local
Government Law Prize, for State and Local Government
Elizabeth A Pejeau
Dan Carter - Earl Tedrow Memorial Award
American Bar Association Section of Urban, State and Local
Government Law Prize, for State and Local Government
Rebecca A Pinto
The Order of the Coif
Brekenridge Scholarship Prize, Second Prize
Judge Myron D. Mills Administrative Law Award
Amy E Poth
National Association for Public Interest Law Pro Bono and
Public Service Award
The Order of Barristers
Donald D Raymond, Jr.
The Order of the Coif
Andrew C Ruben
The Order of the Coif
F. Hodge O'Neal Corporate Law Prize
International Academy of Trial Lawyers Award
Jennifer L Rue
Family Law Award
The Order of Barristers
Rena Mara Samole
The Order of the Coif
F. Hodge O'Neal Corporate Law Prize
Joseph Kutten Prize in Bankruptcy
American Bar Association Section of Urban, State and Local
Government Law Prize, for Land Use Law
Judge Samuel M. Breckenridge Practice Court Prize, First Prize
Eric B Schultenover
The Order of the Coif
John Gabel Shively
The Order of the Coif
Gilbert Chester Sisely
International Academy of Trial Lawyers Award
Marc F Skapof
The Order of the Coif
Bart Alan Starr
Judge Amandus Brackman Moot Court Prize
Stephen R Taylor
The Order of the Coif
Brett L Thompson
F. Hodge O'Neal Corporate Law Prize
Christina T Tomaras
F. Hodge O'Neal Corporate Law Prize
Jovita M Walker
Milton E. Napier Trial Award
Victoria H Zerjav
The Order of the Coif
National Association of Women Lawyers Outstanding Law
Graduate Award
The Order of Barristers

HONORS
Mary Beth Admiraal
Deborah Judith Arkush
Katherine Anne Cummings
Tracy Lynn Distel
Barbara Lee Drumm
Joseph David Hostler
Laura Lynn Johnson
Tanya Rhea Kessinger
Brandi Jae Kintigh
Jennifer Ashlyn Kramer
Amy Elizabeth Lyons
Wanda Jean Mahoney
Colleen Marie Paas
Jane Kathryn Richardson
Melissa Erin Sandvick
Amy Rose Schaffner
Jennifer Dawn Schram
Elissa Cook Simpson
Renata Staron
Kathryn Swanson Schmadeke
Kimberly Ellen Thomashow
Nikki S Vogelzang
Laura Withereill
Cynthia Eileen York

THE PROGRAM IN PHYSICAL THERAPY
Joseph W Harszy
Beatrice E. Schulz Award for Clinical Experience
Michael David Lewis
Director's Award for Overall Achievement

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Ronald Jay Benveniste
Alfred Goldman Book Prize in Diseases of the Chest
Rajiv Sahai Bhatnagar
The Dr. Philip Needleman Pharmacology Prize
Gretchen Ann Champion
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate
American Medical Women's Association Janet M. Glasgow
Memorial Achievement Citation
Robert Carter Medical School Award
Ben Wayuan Chang
Samson F. Wennemer Prize in Surgery
Teresa Chapman
Academic Women's Network Leadership Award
Alpha Omega Alpha Book Prize
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate
Suzanne Rachel Dawid
Jacques J. Bronfenbrenner Award
Bimal Ramesh Desai
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate
George F. Gill Prize for Pediatrics
Emily Burke Diskin
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate
American Medical Women's Association Janet M. Glasgow
Memorial Achievement Citation
Dr. Harvey Butcher Prize in Surgery
Andelka Djordjevic
Samuel D. Soule Award in Obstetrics and Gynecology

THE PROGRAM IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
HIGH HONORS
Tracie Lynn Bruning
Megan Aylin Graham
Kadi Lu Kutchmarck
Michelle TscheschloK Lewellan
Lisa Kay Riudal
Kristy Ann Sanders

HIGH HONORS
Jenny Levis Sadow
HONORS
Linda B Langsdorf
Patrick Louis Tsai

HEALTH ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM
HIGH HONORS
Teresa Chapman
Academic Women's Network Leadership Award
Alpha Omega Alpha Book Prize
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate
Suzanne Rachel Dawid
Jacques J. Bronfenbrenner Award
Bimal Ramesh Desai
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate
George F. Gill Prize for Pediatrics
Emily Burke Diskin
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate
American Medical Women's Association Janet M. Glasgow
Memorial Achievement Citation
Dr. Harvey Butcher Prize in Surgery
Andelka Djordjevic
Samuel D. Soule Award in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Jennifer Martens Dunn
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate
American Medical Women’s Association Janet M. Glasgow
Memorial Achievement Citation

Mark William Ealovega
John R. Smith Memorial Fund Award

Brady Jess Feliz
Dr. Philip Rosenblatt Award in Pathology

Kristin Michelle Foley
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate
American Medical Women’s Association Janet M. Glasgow
Memorial Award

Elizabeth Kirol Moore Gross
Louis and Dorothy Kovitz Senior Prize in Surgery

Shahin Hakimian
Robert Carter Medical School Award

David Hannallah
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate
Missouri State Medical Association Award

Andrew Lloyd Peirce Houseman
R. R. Hannas Award for Excellence in Emergency Medicine

Monica Louise Hubert
St. Louis Pediatric Society Senior Prize

Ali Junaid Husain
American College of Physicians Alison J. Whelan Book Award

Sarah Christine Jost
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate
Dr. Richard S. Brookings Medical School Prize
Missouri State Medical Association Award

Joe Kimura
The Wynder Prize for Preventive Medicine

Nita Shrikant Kulkarni
The Endocrine Society Medical Student Achievement Award

Joseph Paul Lee
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate
Merck Manual Award

Renee Li
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate
American Medical Women’s Association Janet M. Glasgow
Memorial Achievement Citation

Heather Meredith MacLennan
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate
American Medical Women’s Association Janet M. Glasgow
Memorial Achievement Citation

Elisabeth L. Demonchaux Prize in Pediatrics

Dena Marie Minning
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate
American Medical Women’s Association Janet M. Glasgow
Memorial Achievement Citation

I. Wallace Leibner Award

Matthew Henry Nissing
Edward Massie Prize for Excellence in Cardiology

Sandra Chaeyoung Paek
James Henry Yalem Prize in Dermatology

Nathan Buth Reader
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate
Max and Evelyn Grand Prize

Mark David Replieg
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate
Irwin Levy Prize in Neurology and Neurological Surgery
Merck Manual Award

Kyung-Hwa Rhee
Merck Manual Award

Evan Theodore Saulino
The Alexander Berg Prize

Navin Singh Sawhney
Medical Fund Society Prize in Medicine

Marianne Tien-Ju Shih
Hugh M. Wilson Award in Radiology

Jeffrey Philip Simons
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate
Park J. White, M.D. Prize
Dr. John Esben Kirk Scholastic Award
The Wynder Prize for Preventive Medicine

Marna Racene Smith
Association for Academic Surgery Student Research Award

Paul Timothy Staveteig
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate
Missouri State Medical Association Award

Heidi Weilbach
Medical Fund Society Prize in Surgery

Matthew Joseph Wolf
Washington University Internal Medicine Club Research Award

Albert J Yoo
Alpha Omega Alpha Initiate
McGraw-Hill and Appleton and Lange Medical Publications Student Award
COMMISSIONS IN THE
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

The following candidates will be commissioned by Lieutenant
Colonel Gary M. Griggs, United States Army, Chair,
Military Science Department/Battalion Commander.

United States Army
Issued by the Secretary of the Army
Second Lieutenant, United States Army
Maury C Argento
Carl Beavers Bedell
John Charles Gerhard IV
Peter Kristopher Huggins
Jonathan A M Ishikawa
Joshua Sheppard Jones
Clovis Warren Pitchford
Davis Edmund Plowden
Trayce E Slumsky
Blake E Young

The following cadet will be commissioned by her father,
Colonel Warren J. Miller, Director of Staff, 50th Space Wing,
United States Air Force, through AFROTC, Detachment 207

United States Air Force
Issued by the Secretary of the Air Force
Second Lieutenant, United States Air Force
Beth C Miller
The still youthful energies of the globe have only to be directed in their proper channel.

Henry David Thoreau

SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS

Gabriel Jay Greenbaum – President
College of Arts and Sciences
Swampscott, Massachusetts
Majoring in Political Science; Finance
Sigma Phi Epsilon, Pi Sigma Alpha, Golden Key

Matthew Tomas Bar – Internal Vice President
College of Arts and Sciences
Iowa City, Iowa
Majoring in Philosophy
Philosophy Club President

Andrew Michael Cohen – External Vice President
School of Business
Suffern, New York
Major in Finance
Alumni Reunion Volunteer

Kurt A Summers, Jr. – Treasurer
School of Business
Chicago, Illinois
Majors in International Business; Finance
Mortar Board, Order of Omega, Chimes, Lock and Chain,
Undergraduate Business School Council, Resident Advisor, Kappa Alpha Psi

Jill Marie Sanko – Secretary
College of Arts and Sciences
Normal, Illinois
Major in Political Science; Psychology
Orientation Leader, Campus Y

Justin Matthew Michael – Activities Chairman
College of Arts and Sciences
Carmel, Indiana
Majors in Biology; Spanish
Rubelman Vice-President, Shepley Treasurer
COMMENCEMENT RECEPTIONS

The Following Programs Begin at 11:15 a.m. or
Immediately Following The Commencement Exercises

THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Reception and Diploma Distribution
Sally E. Strain Courtyard
Between Monsanto and the Psychology Building
Rain Location – Francis Gym - Athletic Complex

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Diploma Distribution and Reception
Ann W. Olin Women’s Building Lounge

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Hooding and Recognition Ceremony – Edison Theatre
Reception Immediately Following
Gallery and Gargoyle – Mallinckrodt - Lower Level

THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
Diploma Ceremony – Front Lawn - Givens Hall
Reception Immediately Following – Givens Hall
Rain Location and Time – Graham Chapel – 3:00 p.m.
Reception Immediately Following–Givens Hall

THE SCHOOL OF ART
Diploma Distribution and Reception – Steinberg Hall Terrace
Rain Location – Gallery of Art - Steinberg Hall

THE JOHN M. OLIN SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Undergraduate Diploma and Awards Ceremony – Field House – Athletic Complex
Reception Immediately Following – John E. Simon Hall

THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE
Undergraduate Diploma Distribution – Lopata Hall - Room 324
Reception – Lopata Gallery and Lopata Plaza
Between Jolley Hall and Cupples II

THE GEORGE WARREN BROWN SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK
Diploma Ceremony – Graham Chapel
Reception Immediately Following
The Lucy and Stanley Lopata Courtyard – Goldfarb Hall

THE PROGRAM IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Reception – Holmes Lounge
Diploma Ceremony Immediately Following – Graham Chapel

The Following Program Begins At Noon

THE HEALTH ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM
Diploma Ceremony–Carl V. Moore Auditorium
Reception Immediately Following – M. Kenton King Faculty Center -
The Bernard Becker Medical Library

The Following Program Begins at 12:30 p.m.

THE SCHOOL OF LAW
Diploma Ceremony – Brookings Quadrangle
Rain Location – Recreational Gymnasium – Athletic Complex
Reception Immediately Following – Anheuser-Busch Hall

The Following Program Begins at 2:00 p.m.

SEVERE INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY - GRADUATE DIVISION
OF THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE
Hooding and Recognition Ceremony – Edison Theatre
Reception Immediately Following - Bowles Plaza
Rain Location – Gallery and Gargoyle – Mallinckrodt - Lower Level

The Following Programs Begin at 3:00 p.m.

THE JOHN M. OLIN SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Graduate Diploma and Awards Ceremony – Field House – Athletic Complex
Reception Immediately Following – John E. Simon Hall

THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Senior Program – The Grand Ballroom - America’s Center - Downtown St. Louis
Reception Immediately Following – Atrium - America’s Center
ALMA MATER

Dear Alma Mater,
Thy name is sweet to me.
Our hearts are all for thee
Fair Washington.
Thy halls shall honored be
Throughout this great country
For all eternity, Our Washington.

Those days of youth which
All of us spent with thee
Form a dear history,
Fair Washington.
Could they renewed be,
We'd live our days with thee
For all eternity, Our Washington.
MEMORIES